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It is a special pleasure to welcome you to the 1st conference of the European Association
for Asian Art and Archaeology (EAAA), hosted by the Department of Asian Studies
(KAS) at Palacký University, in the splendid city of Olomouc.
The history of this university, named after the 19th century historian František Palacký,
goes back to the year 1573, when Emperor Maximilian II elevated the local Jesuit College
to the university status. Consequently, it is the second oldest university in the Czech
Republic. Dangerous periods of turbulence such as the Thirty Years’ War, the abolition
of the Jesuit order in 1773, persecution after the revolutionary year of 1848, or the closure
of Czech universities in 1939 could not hamper the periods of growth and expansion that
took place especially in the second half of the 17th century, after the year 1945, and finally
since the Velvet Revolution of 1989.
In the course of more than four centuries, countless personalities have received here
their higher education, among them: Ioannes Marcus Marci – physician and scientist;
Gregor Mendel – the founder of genetics; andIgnatz Sichelbarth – a missionary in China
and court painter, also known as Ai Qimeng 艾啟蒙. Palacký University is nowadays
a renowned centre for teaching and research, with some 23,000 students enrolled in eight
faculties (colleges). It provides quality education and an excellent background for research
in a wide range of academic disciplines.
The impressive history of the town, which has been for a long time the home of the Olomouc archbishopric, is documented through magnificent monuments of architecture. On
the second day of our conference a guided tour will take place; walking around the historic
centre, this will afford you the opportunity to discover and enjoy Olomouc’s beauty.
I sincerely hope that this will not be the last time we greet you in Olomouc, and that you
will visit our university again.
I would like to extend my heartfelt thanks to the team of organizers, headed by Jarmila
Fiurášková, as well as several other colleagues and students who for many months have
been preparing this conference, and who are also quite busy now, during the event.
Without their commitment and hard work, our present achievement would be hard to
come by. To them as well as myself, it is most gratifying that so many accomplished scholars from near and far have gathered here for several days, to present their papers and
join in dialogue on relevant issues. Our students, too, welcome the excellent opportunity
to attend their presentations, and to learn about the latest research in Asian arts and
archaeology.
I trust that the conference will bring new stimulation and developments. By participating
in this conference, you make this possible, and I am deeply grateful to you.
Lucie Olivová, Ph.D., DSc.
Associate Professor, Department of Asian Studies
Palacký University
Olomouc, September 20, 2014

A Letter from the Organizer

Esteemed guests, dear colleagues and friends,

Welcome Note from EAAA President

Dear EAAA members and conference participants,
Ladies and Gentlemen, colleagues:
On behalf of the European Association for Asian Art and Archaeology it is a great honour to welcome all of
you to the Association‘s 1st international conference, hosted and generously supported by Palacký University in Olomouc.
Research in the area of Asian art and archaeology is expanding constantly, bringing with it the need for
professional networking in order to enhance such research through the exchange of information across
regional as well as disciplinary lines, and the need to create and maintain a multidisciplinary space for the
fruitful exchange of ideas on different types, images, and categories of Asian cultures. The Association thus
grew out of the need for an official platform for Asian art and archaeology in Europe, which would bring
together both senior and younger scholars, researchers, curators, and all those interested in Asian art and
archaeology. After the constitutional meeting in Ljubljana in November 2012, and the second meeting in
Münster in September 2013, the Association was officially registered in November 2013, in Ljubljana. It
is an international, non-profit and non-political academic organisation representing Asian scholars, art
historians and archaeologists from all of Europe and beyond.
The main aim of the Association is to encourage and promote all academic and scholarly activities
related to Asian Art and archaeology in European countries. More specifically, the Association will seek to
establish and maintain a platform for the fruitful exchange of ideas, create a forum for dialogue among
scholars of Asian art history and provide a setting for the presentation and discussion of new and recent
research. Its main activities will include: the organisation of regular biennial conferences, thematic conferences, workshops, symposia, study events, and lectures. The Association will also actively seek different
ways to support young scholars, promote publications and exhibitions, and disseminate information and
resources – of all kinds and in all forms and media – related to Asian art and archaeology.
From the earliest times, images and the visual arts have transmitted ideas about life and the world in
a way that words and literature could not. Throughout history, philosophers, writers, critics and artists
have theorised and debated the role and intrinsic nature and qualities of art. It is our duty to continue in
this fundamental human endeavour, and to carry on the work of our teachers and eminent scholars who
have laid the foundations for modern research in Asian art and archaeology. Today’s globalized society,

Certainly, at one level, a mobile phone or computer is much more necessary for our normal daily life than
the comprehension or the appreciation of a classical Chinese painting or poem. But while the impact of
a painting is not as immediately evident as that of a modern electronic device, the subtle and expressive
rhythms of a painting or poem connect us with the inner essence of humanity. Understanding a culture’s
origins and gaining insight into its aesthetic values connect us to our own history, in the widest sense,
and thus to our human identity. And, ultimately, it is our human identity that has made possible today’s
rapidly developing societies. In this respect, the founding of the EAAA can be seen as an important milestone, not only for the study of Asian art and archaeology in Europe, but as a contribution to today’s global
society and its development.
Today is a historical moment, for through our participation in the 1st conference of European Association
for Asian Art and Archaeology, we will all contribute to creating new pathways and approaches in Asian
art studies, thereby also further enhancing our own human identity. The conference offers a wide range
of topics, with presentations by both renowned scholars and young researchers. In looking forward to this
rich and varied programme, we are convinced that these contributions will help trace new theoretical and
methodological pathways in art history, and in the millennial artistic tradition in Asia. This in turn will
lead to new and incisive interpretations that will bring us closer to the truth of that long and valuable
tradition.
Nataša Vampelj Suhadolnik
EAAA President

Welcome Note from EAAA President

with its multiplying currents of intellectual and material exchanges, the instability and extremely rapid
mutation of existing situations, forces us to deal with new economic, political and social factors that unfortunately result in what are often inexplicable conflicts. In a globalized world characterized by very rapid
and intensive intercultural encounters and exchanges, and defined by the concepts of „multi- inter- and
transculturality“, the Asian region appears as especially important and even emblematic. Analysing and
interpreting the cultural and artistic heritage – and thus the myriad aspects of Asian societies with their
multicultural attitudes – are activities that not only cast light on the artistic perspectives and identities of
Asian societies, but also contribute – at the global level – to a deeper understanding of the cultural, philosophical, political, sociological, and ideological values of Asia as a whole, thereby enabling us to overcome
stereotyped views, and accept the diverse cultural values existing in the world today.
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I. Round Table: Transcultural Framings
in Art History: Material, Display,
Translation
Organizers: Anna Grasskamp, Melanie Trede
Several kinds of “by-works,” their material and conceptual implications have been discussed in a variety of studies on European art (e.g. Stoichita, 1998, Duro, 1996), while the tangible
image frame as such became the subject of focused case-studies (e.g. Beyer, 2009). But how
was the concept of the frame studied in relation to Asian art?
Moving from frame to framework, from concrete to abstract, this roundtable brings together junior and senior scholars in the various fields of Asian Art Histories to explore the material, discursive, and disciplinary aspects of frames and framings in Asian art, its histories,
and transcultural dimensions. Brief interventions of the panelists shall provoke discussions
on the contested concept of the “frame” and its dynamics in cultural interactions.
Starting with statements on the significance of the malleable materiality of frames
applied to East Asian objects on the move, a number of historical case studies will be introduced. In relation to that early modern, modern and contemporary frameworks of display
will be examined. Examples include the early modern Kunstkammer collecting as well as the
re-framing of Indian religious sculpture within a white cube museum setting.
The roundtable will conclude with an open discussion involving the floor on the disciplinary frameworks, which dominate our research foci. Questions to be addressed include: is
“East Asian Art History” a feasible concept or is it one of the past, and are frameworks such as
“Global Art History” or “World Art Studies” valuable alternatives for the future?

Keywords:

Frames and Framing, Material Frames of the Object, Frameworks of Display, Discursive Frames

Contributors:

• D
 orothy Armstrong (Royal College of Art and Victoria and Albert Museum, London): Reframing the carpets of Central Asia and the Middle East: The afterlife of so-called classical Oriental carpets in the museums of the 20th-century West
• Dr. Anna Grasskamp (Heidelberg University): Framing Strategies in Sino-European Print
• Prof. Christine Guth (Royal College of Art and Victoria and Albert Museum, London): The
Dilemmas of Reframing
• Dr. des. Franziska Koch (Heidelberg University): Framing the Global Contemporary
• Dr. Ma Meng-ching (National Tsing Hua University): (Re)framing the Text: Decorative Borders
as Visual Commentary in the 17th-Century Chinese Fiction
• Prof. Dawn Odell (Lewis and Clark College): Materiality and Reframing Chinese Print in Porcelain
• Prof. Melanie Trede (Heidelberg University): From Parergon to Ergon: The Malleability of Framings in Euro-Japanese Paintings
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II. Re-use at the Borders of South Asia:
Himalayas and South India
Dr. Cristina Bignami (University of Cagliari, Italy), Katrin Binder (University of Göttingen,
Germany), Dr. Elisa Freschi (IKGA, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna, Austria) and
Prof. Dr. Julia A. B. Hegewald (University of Bonn, Germany), Dr. Gerald Kozicz (Graz,
Austria), Dr. Mallica Kumbera Landrus (University of Oxford, U.K.), Dr. Tiziana Lorenzetti
(“Sapienza” University of Rome, Italy), Dr. Elena Mucciarelli (University of Tübingen,
Germany), Dr. Verena Widorn (University of Vienna, Austria)

Round Table and Panels

PANELS

This panel aims at throwing light on the mechanisms of re-use in the context of visual and
performative arts in South Asia. “Re-use” is a topic which is still seriously understudied, but
which can provide a promising interpretive key for the understanding of many phenomena
widespread in South Asian arts.
More in detail, focusing on re-use leads to questions concerning the strategies implied by
the agents performing re-use, e.g., did the artists re-using iconographic elements of a previous temple expected their audience to recognise them? Did they want to express their superiority over the religious or cultural group who had built the previous temple? Did they, by
contrast, aim at gaining the same prestige enjoyed by the re-used elements? What has been
re-used and what has been rejected? Was the re-use successful?
In order to restrict the scope of our research, we suggest to focus on two areas, i.e., the
Himālayan region and South India. The two areas have been selected because instances of
re-use particularly abound in both regions. Whereas in the case of the Himālayas, the reasons
for this can be easily understood, due to the intersection of trade routes and a number of civilisations coming into close contact in this area, the case of South India might yet need some
further explanations. Hence, the investigation of possible explanations and the comparison
between re-use in these two important cultural regions of the subcontinent will also form
major questions of the panel.
The panel will include nine presentations by scholars from Himalayan and south Indian art
historical and performative backgrounds and will be concluded by a joint discussion session.

Elisa Freschi

Re-use in Texts and the Arts:
The Case of Hayagrīva’s Descriptions

T

his introductory speech will deal with the problem of the application of the criteria developed in the context of textual re-use to the re-use in visual and performative arts. Is this
methodological hybridisation fruitful? What has to be changed or adjusted?
As a case study of the possibility of such an application, I will focus on the descriptions of Hayagrīva found among South Indian Vaisnava writers. Hayagrīva’s descriptions are textual, yet evoke
a (more or less) precise iconography and this analysis can, in this sense, serve as a bridge-case
between the two groups of disciplines. More in detail, it will be shown how the re-use of a similar
description from one author to the other serves multiple purposes: On the one hand, one shows
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one’s belonging to Vaisnavism, more in detail to a determinate trend of Vedic Vaisnavism, close
to the Mīmāmsā stances; on the other, one performs a devotional act to a regional istadevatā. Differences in the descriptions (e.g., in Venkatanātha’s Seśvaramīmāmsā, Pāñcarātraraksā, Daśavidhāhetunirūpana and Śatadūnaṇī, and in Rāmānujācārya’s Tantrarahasya) will also be analysed.

Julia A. B. Hegewald

The Theory of Re-use as a Method
in Art-historical Research

T

his paper offers a novel approach to the relationship of the past, the present and the future
in terms of the concept and theory of ‘re-use,’ and illustrates its main argument through
several case studies taken from South Asian art and architecture. The presentation introduces
the theory of re-use as an important heuristic tool in analysing and interpreting artistic and
cultural changes and the trans-national flow of ideas, concepts and objects. It provides a regional focus on South Asia, which constitutes an exceptionally fertile area for re-use studies.

Gerald Kozicz

The re-use of the nidhi iconography
in the Tibetan context

W

ithin Gupta and post-Gupta iconography the nidhis represent aspects of fertility and
wealth. Their position within the temples of Ajantā for example relates to deities such
as Jambhala and Kubera, and as a set they were usually depicted near the gate or by the entrance into a sacred space. They were usually symbolized by the lotus and the conch and in
rare cases also characterised through the depiction of yakṣa-like attendant figures carrying
each nidhi’s specific attribute. The Buddhist faith was erased from the northern Indian plains
around 1200 CE and the Tibetans inherited the doctrine which then was dominated by tantric
ideology and philosophy. Until now, scholars have believed that the personified nidhis were
no longer included in the form of Buddhism inherited by Tibetans.
However, surprisingly, two pairs of personified nidhis have recently been identified
inside two western Tibetan temples at Alchi, both dating from around 1300 CE. In contrast to the earlier Indian models, the nidhis at Alchi display a wrathful character. Their
protective function is confirmed by their position near the entrance (or opposite the
main image of the temple) and their placement subordinate to Mahākala. In one case the
position of Mahākala symmetrically equals the position of an image of Vaiśravana. Thus,
a cross-relation between Vaiśravana and the nidhis may be postulated. That illustrates
that the contextualisation with wealth represented through the Guardian King of the
North was still extent. However, the wrathful aspect was superimposed upon the original
iconography of the nidhis and their function was adapted to the tantric program of the
temple. Thus, hypothetically, in addition to the earlier reference to wealth, also the notion
of wrathfulness seems to have been the basis for the successful re-use of the nidhis.
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The use and re-use of aesthetic concepts
in the Himalayan area

I

nspired in early medieval times by the art of Central Asia or the North Indian plains as well
as ancient Indian philosophical theories and architectural treatises, the artistic production
in the Western Himalayas has experienced a transformation of the aesthetic modes even before the second diffusion of Tibetan Buddhism (10th/11th century) up to recent years by the
impact of Western ideals and global visual codes.
The paper will focus on the transfer and transformation of artistic tradition and the use
and re-use of aesthetic concepts and perceptions along the pilgrimage routes crossing the Himalayas from the ancient times till today. Special attention will lie on the artistic production
of regions and sites that are important pilgrimage centres mainly visited by Hindus, Buddhists and practitioners of indigenous worship. These hybrid places have evolved an artistic
tradition that meets the ritual needs and aesthetic demands of all religious groups. The paper
will address the question of conflation and transformation of artistic forms and visual codes,
and explore the historical, political and economic circumstances that lead to a modification
of aesthetic concepts in this mountainous area.

Round Table and Panels

Verena Widorn

Cristina Bignami

The re-use of the iconography of the lion/tiger
in the Karnataka Medieval sovereignty

T

he symbol of the Lion is a complex one, including associations with the sun, regal power, justice
and resurrection. In ancient times lions apparently ranged as far north as the ancient near east,
and eastward into Persia, and after that into the Indian Subcontinent. The correlation between the
lion and the king is very old and it is connected with the bravery of the monarch. The courage and
hardiness of the sovereign is represented in one of the most ancient and beautiful example coming
from the Assyrian North Palace of the king Ashurbanipal: one of its panel shows us the direct encounter, after the royal hunt, between the king and the lion. These three elements associated with
sovereignty, the king, the lion (that in India —as we shall see— becomes the tiger) and the hunt are
also reused in the Indian tradition, in particular in the dynastic legends of the Medieval period. In
this time, which corresponds with the development of the Regional Kingdoms, the lion/tiger is not
only the symbol of the regal power but also the divinity of local communities. It appears as a herald
of the dynasty, as well as on the coins and it is also used as a paradigm of supreme artistic ability by
the sculptors. In this contribution I will focus on Karnataka early Medieval dynasties with the aim to
investigate in which way the re-use process of this iconography is realised.

Tiziana Lorenzetti

Appropriation and re-interpretation
of symbolic and architectural elements
in the Lingayat religiosity

T

he Lingayats – a religious community which arose in Karnataka in the 12th century appropriated and re-used sacred edifices which belonged to and which were officiated by other
religious groups. They also took over symbols, iconographies and even architectural elements
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from the Hindu and Jaina milieu to fit into their own beliefs and ritual practices.
The present paper aims to give examples of such appropriations as well as to explain the
historical reasons for these adaptations, with special emphasis on the most recent ones. At the
same time, it outlines the religious and cultural development whereby the various appropriated features were re-interpreted in the light of the Lingayat traditions, giving rise to substantial alterations in previous functions, symbolism and mythologies.

Mallica Kumbera Landrus

Sharing and Reshaping Collective Memories
in Portuguese Goa

T

his paper will explore the use of spolia as ruining as well as reviving past heritage in Portuguese Goa. The reuse of material in secular and sacred colonial space resulted in a transfer
of historical contexts that created something completely different including both cultures –
the damaged and the new. The appropriation of objects and space raises the issue of cultural
and religious identity and authenticity, especially with regard to the idea that objects were
consciously mutilated to create new forms. While as a whole the object symbolized a detested
past historical context, the fragments reimagined as a new whole symbolized the destruction
of the old and the arrival of a new historical context. However, the use of older material must
also have created an artistic freedom that regular architectural elements or sculpture would
not allow. Various forms of re-use indicate the important role that objects and space play as
repositories of memory. Examining issues of representation, narratives, the use, re-use and
abuse of objects and space, and their meanings, this paper will also attempt to answer questions such as: Did the act of re-appropriation destroy or neutralize the memory of an object’s
original context in colonial Goa? Did different narratives coexist and build upon one another
within a new creative context? And how do these objects relate to individual and social memories, provoke stories and imaginations that shape collective identities?

Elena Mucciarelli

The Plucking of Different Flowers:
Re-use in Kerala Theatrical Tradition

K

ūtiyāttam, the Kerala tradition of staging Sanskrit theatre, is a composite and sophisticated performative art. It offers to its audience a multilevel “reading” that goes from the
enjoyment of the pantomimic representation through the decoding of its “gestural language”
up to the comprehension of the intricate dramaturgy.
This variety is partially due to the fact that the Kūtiyāttam complex has used and combined
together elements coming from different traditions, for instance, the recited text is that of
some Sanskrit dramas, which, however, is substantially modified in order to adapt it to the
pantomimic and epic character of this theatre.
Moreover, there are possible parallels between the ritual structures of Kūtiyāttam and Vedic rites: Kūtiyāttam has grown for centuries in Kerala’s orthodox temples and it is clearly
shaped by its brahmanic patrons, who still attend and preserve Vedic traditions. For instance,
the hand-gestures (mudrā), one of the most central ingredient of this performative art, are
only partially corresponding to that of the Nātyaśāstric tradition and they resemble some of
the mudrās used by the Brahmins of Kerala, the Nampūtiris, to mark the Rgvedic and Sāmavedic recitation. Similarly, Kūtiyāttam is strongly permeated by a ritual attitude, in the
past it was considered the kuladharma ‘family duty’ of specific groups (Cākyārs, Nannyārs,
Nampyārs) and had its place in the temple. Thus, this contribution will define how the Vedic
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III. C
 osmological Elements
in Ancient Tombs in East Asia

Round Table and Panels

elements have been reused and modified to fit in the performative context.

Fei Deng (Fudan University, Shanghai, P.R.C.), Chao-Hui Jenny Liu (Princeton University, U.S.A.), Shing Müller (Ludwig-Maximilians-University of Munich, Germany), Ariane
Perrin (Centre for Korean Studies, Paris, France), Lillian Lan-ying Tseng (New York
University, U.S.A.), Natasa Vampelj Suhadolnik (University of Ljubljana, Slovenia), Lukas
Nickel (SOAS, London, U.K.)
The discovery in 1987 of a 6,000-year old Neolithic burial in Puyang, Henan brought to
light three white clam shell mosaics positioned around the body of the deceased: a dragon
on the right side of the deceased, a tiger on his left and most probably the Northern Dipper
constellation at the bottom of the deceased’s feet in the north. The direction of both animals
is consistent with later Chinese cosmology in which the Four Guardian animals represent
the four cardinal directions and the four seasons. This Neolithic tomb could be seen as the
earliest symbolic representation of the Heavens. Examples from later periods, especially from
the Han (206 BCE–220 CE) period onwards, show a more sophisticated model of the Heavens,
which developed into a three-dimensional cosmic space with a vaulted ceiling topping a square chamber and decorated with various images.
The present panel seeks to explore the various pictorial representations of the universe in
ancient tombs in East Asia as envisioned by ancient peoples of North East Asia (MurongXianbei, Koguryo) and Chinese “dynasties” (Han, Period of Disunion 220–581 CE, the Sui 581–618
CE), the Tang (618–907 CE), and the Song dynasties (960–1279 CE)). It will further investigate the possible differences from the “universal” model within a single tomb structure throughout different periods by researching the possible “temporal” and “spatial” transmissions in
funerary art while also examining local differences. Cross disciplines, this panel discusses the
underlying meaning of funerary art and architecture and its close relationship to the traditional cosmological concepts of that time in East Asia.

Lillian Lan-ying Tseng

Positioning Cardinal Emblems in Han Tombs

T

his paper investigates how cardinal emblems were represented in Han tombs and how
they indicted the Han notion of cosmology. It introduces how the set of cardinal emblems—Blue Dragon in the east, Red Bird in the south, White Tiger in the west, and Dark
Warrior in the north—came into being in the Western Han period. It argues that a new mode
of organizing the cardinal set emerged most likely during the reign of Wang Mang and discusses how the new mode may have impacted the arrangement of the pictorial scheme in the
funerary space. Cases to examine include the painted tomb at Xi’an Jiaotong University in
Shaanxi, the painted tomb at Pinglu in Shanxi, and the sarcophagus of Wang Hui in Sichuan.
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Natasa Vampelj Suhadolnik

Two Cosmogonic Deities – Fuxi and Nüwa
– in Gansu Wei Jin Tombs with Murals

T

he present paper will examine how two cosmogonic deities, Fuxi and Nüwa, – a very common
motif in the Han tombs with murals – are presented in the pictorial material of the Wei Jin
tombs with murals in Gansu province. Although the architectural structure and iconographical
design of the Wei Jin tombs in Gansu were notably impacted by the Han tombs’ structure and
their pictorial design, the depiction and location of both images slightly differ from Han tradition.
In Han, they are generally painted on a round ceiling or on the upper parts of the walls
together with celestial bodies and other divine creatures of the heavenly realm. The manner
of their depiction, location, and ancient literary tradition clearly reveal their role of symbolic
codes of yin and yang cosmic forces, whose intertwining represents the functioning of the
cosmos. In the Wei Jin tombs they do not appear in such grand scale, and if they appear, they
are mostly portrayed on the coffin covers, as can be clearly seen in Jiayuguan Xincheng tombs.
Does the change in their appearance reflect a different understanding of their roles and thus
of the entire cosmic representation?
By a thorough examination of the appearance of Fuxi and Nüwa in the Wei Jin tombs and
through a comparative analysis we will try to interpret their symbolic role in the context of the
entire pictorial design and its close connection to architectural structure and thereby offer
a possible answer to the question above.

Shing Müller

Models of the cosmos in the tombs of the Northern
Dynasties period (4th to 6th centuries)

T

he tomb furnishings of the elite members during the Northern Dynasties period not only
show transitions, but they also demonstrate several different models of the cosmos. Deities, celestial bodies and symbols, and the depiction of paradises were chosen selectively and
expressed through diverse means. The Hexi tradition, the Jin-Chinese tradition, the Buddhist
tradition, and even the traditions of some other religions all seem to impose influences on the
understanding of the universe in this period. With the Tuoba Xianbei and other steppe nomads
as the backbone of the ruling elites, these peoples chose the elements meaningful for their belief.
Thus the construction of the cosmos was determined individually or by groups, and was not
a unified, “nation-wide” phenomenon. This paper will take a close look at the cosmological concepts of the said period by means of tomb depictions and trace their developments.

Ariane Perrin

The Northern and Southern Dipper
Constellations in the Koguryŏ Tombs Located
in Northeastern China and in North Korea

A

t the far eastern end of the so-called Silk Road lies a group of a hundred or so painted
tombs ascribed to the ancient kingdom of Koguryŏ (traditional dates, 37 BC–AD 668).
They are understood to have been built between the third and seventh centuries AD.
In total about 120 Koguryŏ painted tombs have been discovered so far in Ji’an, Jilin provin-
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Chao-Hui Jenny Liu

Zhaoling and the representation of Star
Constellations in Tang (618–907 CE) China

Round Table and Panels

ce, China, and in North Korea. They display an elaborate pictorial programme with recurring
cosmological elements: the sun, the moon, constellations and the four guardian animals of
the cardinal direction (the White Tiger of the West, the Green Dragon of the East, the Red
Bird of the South and the Black Warrior of the North). This study will focus on the images of
the seven-star Northern Dipper beidou 北斗七星and the six-star Southern Dipper nandou
liuxing 南斗六星constellations which are conspicuously represented on the ceiling. These
two constellations have the unusual feature of being represented on the ceiling of the tombs
facing each other on a much larger scale than the other constellations.
By comparing the two groups of tombs, the ones that feature the Northern Dipper constellation alone and those which have a paired Northern and Southern Dipper constellations, this
paper will inquire whether a different chronological or geographical sequence accounts for it.

T

here have been many studies of Zhaoling, tomb of Tang Taizong (r. 626–649 CE) with more
than 190 accompanying tombs. Zhaoling has been variously characterized as a model of
Chang’an, the capital city and also depicted in Song sources as a model of Taizong’s court.
This paper shows that the satellite tombs are plotted so that all together, they symbolize star
constellations. This study redraws the map of Zhaoling with the conventions of modern mapping and uses archaeological spatial analysis – satellite tombs in zones according to their
proximity to the main tomb and also in “nearest neighbour” clusters in order to ascertain relationships based on spatial proximity to each other. The scale of Zhaoling’s grounds and the
number of accompanying tombs for is unprecedented and never since replicated. This type of
tomb shows a vision of Tang (618–907 CE) sovereignty modelled as much upon the quaghan
(Khan) as the emperor (huangdi).

Lukas Nickel: Final discussion

IV. New Perspectives on Chinese Gardens
Alison Hardie (University of Leeds, U.K.), Prof. Zhou Xiangpin (Tongji University, P.R.C.),
Dr Bianca Maria Rinaldi (Università degli Studi di Camerino, Italy), Dr Gao Lei (ILP
Norwegian University of Life Sciences, Norway), Gu Liyuan (University of Sheffield, U.K.),
Josépha Richard (University of Sheffield, U.K.)
The study of Chinese gardens, taking its origins from the history of art and architecture,
has in the past mainly concentrated on their aesthetics and symbolic dimension. In 1996, Craig Clunas’ pioneering book Fruitful Sites focused attention on the garden’s turn from produ-
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ctive to aesthetic landscape during the Ming dynasty and highlighted the practical functions
of gardens in pre-modern China. Since then, a number of scholars in China and the West
have opened up further new directions in the study of gardens in China and their historical
development, focusing on stylistic differences, on cultural, social, regional and religious influences in their design, thus offering a more multifaceted picture of the “Chinese garden”
which goes beyond the traditional boundary of garden and landscape studies. To bring these
new aspects of garden research to the attention of art historians and social historians in the
wider field of Chinese studies, this panel, convened by Alison Hardie (University of Leeds,
UK), translator of Ji Cheng’s Yuanye and researcher on the social history of Ming gardens, will
bring together some younger scholars (an early career academic and two doctoral students),
together with more senior scholars from China and Italy, Professor Zhou Xiangpin (Tongji
University) and Dr Bianca Maria Rinaldi (Università degli Studi di Camerino), to present recent and current research which is striking out in new directions, covering regional garden
traditions, the commercialisation of gardens, reception of ‘the Chinese garden’ in Europe,
and the technology of garden-making.

Zhou Xiangpin

Gardens for entertainment as commercial
and inter-cultural public spaces
in 19th-century Shanghai

S

hanghai has been experienced massive social changes since it opened its harbor to the outside world. Impacted by the foreign culture, people’s increasing demand for urban entertainment space has caused the emergence of modern gardens for entertainment. The diversity in forms presents a “Shanghai Style” integrated with both Chinese and western culture,
such as the entertainment space in foreign settlement introduced directly by western countries, the operating private gardens developed from the Chinese traditional gardens, the domestic urban recreational space. And more importantly, as the most representative and complicated carrier of modern city’s social life at the implement level, the vicissitudes of Shanghai
modern gardens for entertainment directly represent the conflict and integration of Chinese
and western civilization and also the leverage between traditional culture and commercial
operation under the complex social background. In conclusion, gardens for entertainment
are products of social development and spatial improvement of Shanghai modern city.

Bianca Maria Rinaldi

From China to the West:
Reading the Qing Gardens

W

estern travelers visiting Qing China – Jesuits and other missionaries, diplomats, merchants and plant hunters – played an essential role in Western knowledge of Chinese
gardens. Their accounts however show an evolution of perception: from a general fascination
for the natural appearance of the Chinese garden, to an increasingly methodical approach
which led Western eyewitnesses to attempt to codify the distinctive features of Chinese gardens and to propose them as models for Western gardens, to a progressively declining appeal
of China and its gardens. This paper will discuss the different attitudes towards Qing gardens
perceptible in Western traveller accounts.
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Huizhou gardens as a living tradition:
how materials, constructions, layout
and meanings reflect the unique geography
and culture of Huizhou

T

his paper is to look at the garden culture in Huizhou (Huizhou is an old name for the
area which covers southern Anhui and part of Jiangxi provinces today), China. Huizhou
developed its unique architectural and garden style, supported by great wealth of Huizhou
merchants and the education-valued tradition in pre-20th century times. Historical gardens
in Huizhou were mostly destroyed by wars and political campaigns in the 19th and 20th century, so was the garden culture, which came to a halt since the mid-20th century. It was not
until the end of the century that private gardens began to boom again, mostly made by local
people. The recovery of garden culture in Huizhou provides an interesting case to study the
regional gardens in China: what is the main influence of garden making? What makes a garden culture ‘regional’ and therefore ‘original’?
Research methods include an extensive documentary study of Huizhou chronicles, which
provides an overview of Huizhou gardens in pre-20th century times, and field work in selected villages in Huizhou for illustrating the garden culture today. Two sources are compared.
These help understand how geographical and cultural environment in Huizhou has shaped
its unique garden culture.

Round Table and Panels

Gao Lei

Gu Liyuan

Construction Techniques of Rockwork
from the Late Ming to Late Qing Dynasties

R

ockwork construction methods developed over time along with changes of appearance
and aesthetic views. Construction techniques reached their highest level with the specialisation of rockwork craftsmen from the late Ming onwards. This paper will introduce the
aesthetic standards of rockwork from late Ming to late Qing dynasty, and the contemporary
construction procedures and techniques. The details of various building skills for different
stone types will also be discussed.

Josépha Richard

Regions and culture in the gardens of China:
Challenging the concept of ‘The Chinese garden’

T

he idea of “the Chinese garden” as an unifying concept, taking a few selected examples of
‘classical gardens’ for representative of the whole of gardens in China, has been challenged since the 1990s. However there is still a large research gap to fill in with the previously
neglected gardening styles. In particular, the study of two gardening styles traditionally ‘neglected’ and ‘peripheral’ – Lingnan (Guangdong) and Sichuan styles – challenges the previous
understanding of Chinese gardens as essentially issued from the traditional centre of Chinese culture in the Yangzi river delta (Jiangnan) and around Beijing (Zhili). Early photographs
taken in China during the second half of the 19th century will support a demonstration of
the importance of Lingnan gardening style in particular. This paper aims to suggest a more
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subtle and realistic understanding of the diversity of Chinese gardens and culture in general.

Alison Hardie: Final discussion

V. C
 ontemporary Art in India
and Pakistan – A Platform
for Exchange Beyond Borders
Waheeda Bano Baloch (University of Sindh, Jamshoro, Pakistan), Julia Fritz (University of
Bonn, Germany), Regina Höfer (Bonn University, Germany), Suriyya Choudhary (Fatima
Jinnah Women University, Rawalpindi, Pakistan), Dr. Simone Wille (Independent scholar,
Vienna, Austria), Bindu Bhadana (Heidelberg University, Germany), Dr. Atreyee Gupta
(Haus der Kunst, Munich, Germany), Jamila Adeli (Humboldt University, Berlin, Germany)
This panel wants to explore similarities and discontinuities in the contemporary art scenes
of Pakistan and India. For political and ideological historical reasons the countries cultural
and artistic worlds still remain largely disconnected. Less than a handful of exhibitions, artistic projects or academic publications have been dedicated to that purpose. Also regarding
artist networks or cultural industries exchange seems very limited. The question if both nations’ contemporary artists still share similar backgrounds and are addressing related topics
still waits exploration.
Historically, South Asia’s shared common past regarding cultural heritage consisted for
example of the Indus Valley and Harappan civilization, Buddhist Gandharan and Mughal art
up to colonization and its various art forms. Are artists still recurring to that common past
or are the traumas of 1947 partition not central any more as they were for many modern artists of the affected generations? How important are nationalistic ideologies and postcolonial
identities for both parties nowadays and what role does art or art history play in constructing
them, given the fact that contemporary art is more and more regarded as a global enterprise?
Has the current revival of contemporary miniature painting in Pakistan an Indian counterpart? Could the fundamentalist painting controversy about Indian M. F. Husain and Pakistani Iqbal Hussain be compared?
We seek lectures addressing India’s and Pakistan’s (for the sake of convenience excluding
Sri Lanka andBangladesh) complex and heterogeneous contemporary art world, ranging
from institutional establishment, the art market, artist networks up to the presentation of
individual artists. Lectures directly addressing these dis-/continuities from a comparative
perspective are highly welcome though need not necessarily be comparative as this might be
left to discussion. The main aim of the panel is above all to offer a platform for dialogue for
the beginning.
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Waheeda Bano Baloch

Depiction of Hindu Deities
in the work of Muslim artists of Indo-Pak

H

indu gods and goddesses remained an important subject of the Sub-continental art from
ancient to the contemporary, based on the concept of common roots of art and culture
of Indo-Pak, the paper examines the artworks of the Muslim artists of both sides who represented Hindu Deities in their artworks. The analysis comprises the variety of artists ranging
from pre-partition to the recent contemporary artists i.e. including the works of Ustaad Allah
Bakhsh and Abdur Rehman Chughtai (old masters), MF Hussain (legendary Indian artist),
Shahzia Sikander and Sabeen Raja (Pakistani diaspora living and working in USA), and Waseem Ahmed (Lahore based artist). The background is developed from the collective past i.e.
Indus Valley civilization, ancient India and Al-Hind, the paper digs into the problem how
Pakistani and Indian Muslim artists conceive and represent the Hindu gods and goddesses
in their artworks, the controversies raised about such depictions are also taken in account.
The practice of using Hindu mythology by the Muslim artists from India and Pakistan refers
to the shared memory and culture.

Round Table and Panels

PANEL PAKISTANI ART:

Julia Fritz

Expression and Processing of Social Events
in Imran Qureshis’ Works of Art

T

he lecture deals intensively with the work of the artist Imran Qureshi and broaches explicitly the manner in which he responds to social events and how he expresses this in his
works. While studying classical miniature painting at the National College of Arts in Lahore,
he experimented with the traditional art form and transformed it into a contemporary context. As a central theme Qureshi mainly picks up the issue of political and religious activities
of his home country Pakistan.
In his early works, since 1999, the artist preferably resorts to representing destructive elements, like a missile, based on the nuclear weapons test by the Pakistani government. His wellknown series „Moderate Enlightenment“ (2006–2009) with a total of 20 works was created
after the former Pakistani President Pervez Musharraf called for a moderate enlightenment
of Islam, to improve the negative image of Muslims after the attacks on the World Trade Center. Almost ironically, Qureshi took up this theme in his work by drawing people in everyday
situations wearing religious clothing.
Not only miniatures, also installations belong to the repertoire of the artist. Again, political
and religious issues are addressed. Qureshi reacts, for example in his site–specific installation
„Blessings Upon the Land of My Love“ (2011) during the Sharjah Biennial, to an act of terror in
his hometown. Blood-red color runs through an entire courtyard in this installation. The color
red with the associated theme plays henceforth a central role in his works.
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Suriyya Choudhary

Multan Now and Then: An Exploration of the Four
Sufi Sacred Sites Through Photography

T

he principal objective of this research is to examine how the experience of thesacred architecture of Multan represents the spirituality of the buildings from aninsider’s (indigenous) point of view. This approach is developed in response to the visuality of the nineteenth
century British representation of the same sites. This paper argues that the colonial representation of the Indian subcontinent left the region with a history that was narrated by outsiders,
which is often incorrect and controversial.
British historian James Fergusson comments on the lower status of the art, culture
and architecture of the Indian sub-continent in opposition to that of the Romans and
Greeks. So completely ignored the great architectural style that developed in theregion.
Even though we have come across a huge collection of these written andvisual documents, many aspects of the culture nevertheless, left uncharted particularly Muslim
Sacred architecture. We see few images of the sacred architecture but these images did
not capture the spirit of the buildings. Edward Said argues that the colonist narrative
of the colonized was entangled with a biased agenda aiming at representing them inferior to the superior western culture. In the background of this debate, I have photographed the everyday experience of the four Sufi sacred sites at Multan. My artwork aims
at finding alternative ways to represent my own culture through the experience of the
Sufi sacred architecture in the forms of rituals and to see what difference it makes to
the visuality and narrative.

Simone Wille

Transcultural Art Practice in South Asia
Between 1900 and 2013

T

he subcontinent’s independence from British colonialism in 1947 was accompanied by
the partitioning of the country into two independent states: India and Pakistan. In 1971
a further partition took place with the creation of Bangladesh out of former East Pakistan.
Despite all the pain and displacement involved, the experience of colonialism, the struggle for
independence and the subsequent liberation stimulated artists in the subcontinent to engage
seriously with modernism. In this situation, specific concepts and movements developer on
either side of the newly created border. Has and is art practice in Pakistan to be seen in isolation from art practice in India?
Early key works by Abdur Rahman Chughtai (1894–1975), who can be considered the first
prominent modern Indian Muslim artist, will be looked at in relation to Abanindranath Tagore’s (1871–1951) work, the founder of the Bengal school. Works by one of Pakistan’s key
modernist painter Shakir Ali (1916–1975) will be discussed in relation to prominent Indian
modernist artists Akbar Padamsee (b. 1928) and Jehangir Sabavala (1922–2011). Pakistan’s late
modernist, conceptual artist Zahoor ul Akhlaq (1941–1999) will be viewed alongside India’s Gulammohammed Sheikh (b. 1937). And last but not least more recent works will be discussed by
Bani Abidi (b. 1971 in Karachi) and Shilpa Gupta (b. 1976 in Mumbai). This paper thus intends
to focus not on the nation-state as a node of location and unit of cultural measurement but
instead investigate specific moments in the art-historical life of a nation and embody impulses from diverse regional modernities, religious lineages, aesthetic choices, and philosophical
standpoints.
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Bindu Bhadana

Notions of Transculturality
in Contemporary South Asian Art

I

n today’s globalized world marked by migratory movements, diasporas and interconnectedness, transculturality emerges as a compelling framework that opens new ways of
approaching contemporary art. When the focus in on South Asia, national and regional identities qualify transculturality.
This paper seeks to examine transculturality both in a narrow and broad sense. As the first
example it focuses one fforts by contemporary artists from India and Pakistan to reach out
across the border for a cultural dialogue through the Aar Paar public art project. It took place
in 2002 in Mumbai and Karachi in which ten artists from each city developed single colour
works which were exchanged via email and inserted into public spaces, as posters or foldedhandouts in the opposite cities. The project was organised by artists Shilpa Gupta and HumaMulji. Shilpa Gupta’s‘Blame’ created after the genocide in Gujarat and Rashid Rana’s
melodramatic reference to the continuing tragedy of Kashmir, expounded a utopian vision,
blurring cultural, religious and national boundaries. However, transculturality in its expanded sense forms the focus for my project. Tejal Shah, Nikhil Chopra and Chitra Ganesh represent transculturality, which is not necessarily anchored to a geographical territory.
Transculturality features not only as an act of translation and representation in their artworks but also a form of practice through their movements, shows and international visibility. While the first move necessarily involves a critique of the national modern in India and
Pakistan, the latter is driven by post identity politics and a different relationship between the
personal and the political in the context of a post-national geography.
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Atreyee Gupta

Art Practice, Art History, and Art
Historiography Across the Radcliffe Line

A

t the stroke of midnight on August 15, 1947, India gained Independence. If this was a time of
exhilaration, it was simultaneously a moment of anguish. From 1946 onwards, the subcontinent had been ravaged by religious strife. The subsequent Partition of India and Pakistan resulted in the displacement of thousands of Muslims, Sikhs, and Hindus. Even as late as the mid-1950s, the Indian nation-state was striving to rehabilitate its new citizens, among them artists,
critics, and others associated with the art world. Perhaps to mitigate the violence of Partition,
the new nation-state embraced the project of establishing institutions for the promotion of the
visual arts with some urgency. This urgency also engendered new forms of collaborative community-based art practices, including the formation of the Delhi Silpi Chakra, the Art Circle, in
1948 by artists who had migrated to New Delhi from Lahore. Delineating the new modes of art
practice initiated by this group in the 1950s and the 1960s, this paper seeks to critically examine
the implications of Partition on the subcontinent’s contemporary art practice, art history, and
art historiography. I approach the notion of displacement and dispossession both materially
and metaphorically, in terms of the replacement of older cultural coalitions with new networks
of collaboration, the loss of the early histories of the group due to their migration across the
Radcliffe line, the concomitant inability on our part to fully reconstruct the artists’ oeuvres, and
the art historical forfeiture that this loss necessarily entails.
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Jamila Adeli

Nationality Sells: „Indianess”
and the Global Art Market

S

ince the 1990s, the established traditional Western art centers have opened up to nonWestern art worlds, primarily via their art markets and large-scale travelling exhibitions.
Although contemporary fine art seems to have become global and a paradigm shift towards
a ‘post-colonial, post-ethnic and post-hegemonial’ (Hans Belting) notion of art has been proclaimed, nationalistic narratives are still existing and driving forces within contemporary art
worlds.
This paper will analyze current practices of selected art world players in India in order to
discuss the role of nationality when collecting, promoting, exhibiting and selling contemporary art.

Regina Höfer: Final discussion

VI. A
 sian Art and More: Iconographic
Dialogues in the Visual and Material
Cultures of Pre-modern Eurasia
Dr Sara Kuehn (NEC-Institute for Advanced Study, Romania), Dr Yuka Kadoi (University
of Edinburgh, U.K.), Dr Barbara Karl (MAK–Österreichisches Museum für angewandte
Kunst/Gegenwartskunst, Austria), Dr Iván Szántó, (Eötvös Loránd University (ELTE), Hungary, Institute of Iranian Studies, Austrian Academy of Sciences (ÖAW), Austria)
Revisiting one of the traditional methodologies in the study of art history–iconography–
this panel intends to provide a fresh insight into the richness of visual and material remains
in great swathes of Asia and their cross-cultural, cross-media connections among East Asia,
Central Asia, West Asia, South Asia, as well as Europe.

Sara Kuehn

On the Iconographic Theme
and Cross-Cultural Diffusion of the „Sēnmurv“

T

he paper revisits the evolution of the iconographic theme and the cross-cultural connections of the composite mythical animal commonly identified as sēnmurv. One of the vehicles of transmission of elements of the Western Asian world, in particular of the Sasanian
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and Sogdian spheres, into medieval Eastern Christian and Islamic art, the Pahlavīsēn(ē)murv
(Avestansaēna-mərəgha-, New Persian sīmurgh, Old Syriacsīmur(gh), Arab ‘anqa’) also has
traits in common with the Chinese phoenix and the Sanskrit garuda.
Depicted in a variety of media, including architectural decoration, metalwork, textiles,
glass, numismatics and glyptics, it is generally rendered in profile, characterised by a snarling
canine snout with projecting (sometimes bifurcating or foliate) tongue, two paws (one raised
above the other), wings and a (pea)cock-like tail.
The paper investigates its astral connections as well as its role in Zoroastrian cosmogonic
myths as healer, its particular role of Zal’s and Rustam’s protector assigned to the sīmurgh
in Firdawsī’s Shāh-nāma (“Book of Kings”). The sēnmurv’s close relation to the concept of
good fortune and, more specifically, royal charisma (Avestankhvarənah-, Pahlavīkhwarrah,
Sogdian farn) and its knowledge of the secrets of fate (rāz-e sepehr) would underline this hypothesis. It is of note that in medieval Islamic philosophy the sīmurgh or ‘anqa’ incorporates
the conceptual character of Universal Intellect.
A point of focus is the indebtedness of the sēnmurv to 7th- and 8th-century Hephthalite
models linking it with the great migrations of nomadic peoples in the early medieval period
(4th to 6th century). It is notable that in Hephthalite art the polymorphic creature frequently
exhibits ophidian features which, the paper cautiously hypothesises, would suggest a close
relationship with the canine serpent-dragon.

Yuka Kadoi

Çintamani: An Iconographic Journey from Inner
Eurasia to Ottoman Anatolia

T

his paper looks closely at the motif consisting of three circles and wavy lines commonly known çintamani. This simple yet eye-catching decoration tends to be viewed within
the narrow context of Ottoman material culture in Anatolia, but it has an iconographically
intriguing, complex pre-Ottoman history. Often misleadingly associated with the Buddhist
magic jewels, this distinctive tripartite pattern is in fact more concerned with ancient Inner
Eurasian cosmological ideas and animal symbolism. A detailed observation on the history of
çintamani also reveals fascinating aspects of the formation of one of the distinctive, Turco
Iranian styles.

Barbara Karl

Ambiguous Iconographies:
Indian textiles for the Portuguese Market

S

ince Antiquity India has been among the leading textile production centres of Eurasia and
Africa. With the arrival of Portuguese, Dutch and English ships during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, European powers directly tapped the extremely rich core manufacturing centres of Asia. As a consequence of their presence, parts of the vital Indian textile production process were gradually adapted to the European’s own market needs.
The textiles presented in this paper are the only surviving group of textiles commissioned
by the Portuguese during the 16th/17th centuries that can be attributed to Gujarat and Bengal with certainty and they are among the earliest surviving Indian embroideries. The paper
focuses on the Bengali production of textiles for the wider Portuguese market, focusing on
the transmission process of forms and ideas concerning this specific group of textiles and
showing how the textiles developed, how their designs were adapted and how were traded
and received by the Portuguese.
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Iván Szántó

Questioning the Original: Copying European Iconography in Persian Artistic Traditions
(15th–19th Centuries)

C

opies as artworks occupy an ambiguous position in the aesthetics of different cultures.
On the one hand, copying practices not only have been present in virtually every artistic
tradition but, as the chief vehicle of establishing and maintaining a normative set of patterns,
they have been in fact much more prevalent anywhere than originality, the latter provoking
deviation from established canons. On the other hand, the autonomy of the copy has often
been denied, which privilege has been reserved for its binary opposite, the original. In Persian
art, with its own widespread practice of copying, we do not find such aversion. On the contrary, Persian art can be mentioned as one of the few artistic traditions in which copying has
been consciously hailed as a legitimate and praiseworthy way of expression, something that
could even have been recommended for artists. The Pan-Eurasian expansion of certain iconographic motifs, which are often, though not always correctly, called Persian, can be explained,
in part at least, through this phenomenon. Our main concern in this paper, however, are not
motifs and patterns, but the almost completely neglected theoretical aspects of copying in
Persian art. These can firstly be assessed through the interpretation of treatises and other
texts which deal with copies, and, secondly, through the copies themselves which reflect their
makers’ concepts about their work vis-à-vis the original.

VII. T
 he Representation of Tibet
and the Himalayas in Material
and Visual Culture
Bríd Arthur (The Ohio State University, USA), Noor Jahan Chunka (Gypsys world, India),
Hans-Werner Klohe (Freie Universität Berlin, Germany), Diana Lange (Humboldt University Berlin/Leipzig University, Germany), Mareike Wulff (Humboldt University Berlin,
Germany)
Our panel is focused on Tibet and the Himalayas. In particular, we’re looking at how these
regions have been represented in material and visual culture. There is no single vision or definition of Tibetan or Himalayan culture. These regions, long considered evocative, intriguing,
culturally significant and geographically distinct, have been defined and interpreted in a variety of ways over many centuries. Not only do these interpretations change over time, they
also find their way into works of art and material culture. Created objects help to promote
specific understandings of these regions and reflect the complex inter-relationship between
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Representing Lhasa: painted portraits
of the city and its monuments
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creator and audience. This panel asks: how are the Tibetan and Himalayan regions portrayed
across time and from different vantage points? How do objects create and promote specific
understandings of Tibet and its Himalayan neighbors? Our panel seeks to promote the use
of material like objects and images as historical resources and evidence in the interdisciplinary field of material and visual culture studies. This panel welcomes papers that explore the
representation of Tibet and other Himalayan countries using works of material and visual
culture as a base of study. We invite papers from a variety of disciplines and backgrounds and
hope to elicit fruitful and engaging discussion.

S

cattered among museum and library collections worldwide are found a small but intriguing sub-genre of Tibetan art: the curious map-like paintings of Lhasa, Tibet’s capital.
The paintings depict the important monuments of the Lhasa valley including the Jokhang
temple, the Potala palace, and the three monastic seats within colorful landscape settings and
enhanced by captivating detail. The Lhasa area is the spiritual and cultural center of Tibet and
has been for many centuries a major destination for Tibetan pilgrims, monks, and traders.
For non-Tibetans, the city long held a sense of mystery and wonder, enhanced in part by the
Lhasa government’s closed-door policy instituted in the 19th century. For these and many
other reasons, it seems that Lhasa made a desirable subject for these large, bright and intricately wrought paintings. My paper highlights a few examples of the Lhasa paintings in order to
examine motivations behind creating and collecting such works. I ask: what was the purpose
of these paintings? How did different audiences, including Tibetans and non-Tibetans, see or
understand these paintings? What is the message held within these paintings? In what way
or ways is the Lhasa valley being represented?

Noor Jahan Chunka

Landscapes and Monasteries
in Ladakhi Mural Paintings

T

he depiction of monastic scenes is a frequent subject among the motifs of western Himalayan temples. Such scenes usually depict the monastic communities and the architectural setting, but also landscape elements. Accordingly, such paintings are visual accounts of
a cultural and natural environment that provides an insight in the history of a monastery and
its related activities. Such visual compositions may also include related monastic complexes
such as the specific „mother monastery“ and may therefore understood as representation
of a religious network as well. Such representations in art are also valuable sources for the
understanding of the architectural history of a monastic setting. Beyond that, in Buddhist art
a landscape always includes a mythic component. Some depiction, e.g. the main walls of the
Guru Lhakhang and the Naropa Lhakhang of Sani Monastery display a superimposition of
a cultural and natural landscape with a religious topography. Such superimposition becomes
evident through the integration of carnel grounds and tiny mandalas into the landscape. That
part of the study is aiming as providing some insight into the methodology how a religious
perspective had been merged with a natural environment into a composite system. The paper
is aiming at shedding some light on the various aspects of landscape depictions in iconographic and historical context.
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Hans-Werner Klohe

The lineage of the Lamdre masters and their visual
representation in 16th century Tibetan art: A study
on Lamdre statue sets and Tibetan art of portraiture

A

unique feature of Himalayan art are statue sets depicting the masters of the Lamdre tradition, one of the early meditational systems which came to Tibet from India between the
8th to the 12th centuries. This paper aims to set into a wider context the famous repoussé-statues of the Lamdre-masters (today kept in Mindroling) from the 16th century and present new
material on statue sets recently documented in Mustang. The various sets represent different
Lamdre lineages showing Indian mahāsiddhas, Tibetan panditas, translators and Sakya hierarchs. The primary concern of my dissertation is an investigation of the typology of historic
persons in different traditions, early portraits in lineages and the significance of Newar art in
the 15th and 16th century and its role in the development of Lamdre-lineages.

Diana Lange

The visual representation of 19th century Tibet: the
British Library’s Wise Collection

T

he drawings of the British Library’s Wise Collection are the most comprehensive set of
large-scale regional topographical picture maps and cultural historical visual representation of mid-19th century Tibet. The significant number of picture maps – representing
the geographical region between Ladakh and Eastern Tibet in different scales without any
important interruptions – induces to regard the collection primarily as a set of maps. However the spectrum of the drawings requires distinctions. One the one hand the picture maps
can be assigned to Tibetan cartography and topography, on the other hand they represent an
illustrated „ethnographic atlas“ because they contain numerous ethnographic details as well
as information on flora and fauna. Next to the picture maps twenty-eight related drawings
showing illustrations of monastic rituals, different kinds of ceremonies, etc. belong to the collection. The images of the Wise Collection were drawn in a period just after the Great Survey
of India but before Tibet has been mapped for the first time by Indian Pundits – the spies of
the British Empire. They were drawn by a local artist but commissioned by an Englishman. In
my presentation I will show a selection of the drawings and discuss their unique style – an interesting mix of Tibetan and Western techniques. I could not find so far any other drawings
of the same period that are even approximately comparable to the Wise Collections’ ones.

Mareike Wulff

State mask dances as unifier
and self-expression of Bhutanese (cultural)
identity in the 20th & 21st century

I

n the late 20th century the Third King of Bhutan, Jigme Dorje Wangchuck, started collecting ancient mask dances of remote Bhutanese places with Buddhist and Non-Buddhist origins. He formed the official‚ ‘Royal Academy of Performing Arts’ (RAPA) and with the help of
RAPA redistributed the collection of gathered mask dances to the state monasteries (Dzongs)
all over the country where they are performed annually. Thereby he not only promoted a new
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self-image of the country internally, created a unique Bhutanese characteristic to distinguish itself from the neighbouring Buddhist cultural traditions like Tibet, but also developed
a flagship for ‘Bhutanese-ness’ to the outer world that furthers tourism. This process is still
ongoing as just recently (December 2011) a newly designed huge state mask dance festival, the
Dochula Druk Wangyal Festival, has been staged under the patronage of the Queen Mother
AshiDorji Wangmo Wangchuk. In this talk Mareike Wulff will explore the use of material
(masks, costumes & dancing accoutrements) and visual culture as a deliberate tool for self-representation and embodiment of cultural expression.

VIII. C
 omplex Negotiations: Subversion
and Performativity in Contemporary Art Practice in Mainland China
Ros Holmes (University of Oxford, U.K.), Monica Merlin (Tate Research Centre: Asia-Pacific), Birgit Hopfener (Free University Berlin, Germany), Wenny Teo (The Courtauld
Institute of Art, U.K.)
The panel will present and explore multiple levels of subversive artistic practice and expressions of subjectivity in contemporary mainland China. The four papers will investigate
questions around the meanings of ‘subversive’or ‘dissident’ as opposed to normative artistic practice and production as well as to dominant state-controlled cultural discourse. The
papers will discuss: online dissident practice, subversive art by women artists, interplays of
performativity and coercion, and the use of ‘bricks’ as a stratagem of subversion.
The papers in their diversity and interconnectedness will contribute to add new layers of
complexity to the understanding of contemporary Chinese art as it currently stands within
scholarly discussions; the panel aims at providing fresh insights and new questions about the
dynamics of art, culture and politics in mainland China.

Ros Holmes

Visual Culture and Digital Dissent
in Contemporary China

T

his paper examines the interaction between the discourses of wenming (civilisation/
civility), hexie (harmony) and suzhi (quality) in the works of Ai Weiwei. In doing so it
explores the artist’s often satirical appropriation of government terminology as a means of
critiquing and resisting state discourse. The paper focuses on an image created by Ai in which
he casts himself in the role of a menshen or Door God, encircled by imagery that alludes to
internet censorship and the ideological control of visual culture. The deployment of the wenming discourse in the context of internet censorship is an interesting one, as it implies that
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the marshalling of wenming rhetoric and imagery is a moral force capable of neutralizing
anything considered overly vulgar, pornographic, inflammatory or even seditious. Rather
than simply reducing Ai’s work, however, to a simple political allegory of good (individual expression) versus evil (traditional despotism) which undermines the complexity of the artist’s
output, I argue that Ai’s engagement with wenming serves to illustrate how it can be visually
articulated in increasingly diverse, contradictory and unforeseen ways, ultimately exposing
the incongruities which underpin its visual fabric.

Monica Merlin

Subversion and the Politics of Gender
in Art by Chinese Women

W

hat is the correlation between subversive artistic practice and the politics of gender in
mainland China? This paper will explore this question and the meanings of subversion
and nonconformity in relation to art produced by Chinese women artists since the 1980s.
The paper will begin with the reappraisal of the subversive act of Xiao Lu who shot her own
installation at the opening the Avant-garde exhibition in 1989. The paper will then present
and discuss multiple strategies of subversion adopted by women artists including Chen
Lingyang’s use of menstrual blood, He Chengyao’s topless walk on the Great Wall (2000) and
radical feminist performance art as done by Lin Xinmo and Yan Yinhong.
Subversive art find its place within complex negotiations of (already flexible) boundaries
between what is commonly or legally accepted and what is not tolerable in public or open
spaces within mainland China. These sensitive boundaries change and move mainly according to state guidelines, the national and international political climate. Non-conformist art
by women challenges not only socially and culturally accepted norms, or ideas of beauty and
civility, but also gendered normative values and roles. This paper investigates the interplays
between normative and subversive in relation to women’s artistic practice and production,
their display and reception. Often criticised and uncomfortable, their art proposes new models of femininity and womanhood.

Birgit Hopfener

Negotiating Performativity and its Effects between
Emancipation and Coercion

T

his paper examines how Sun Yuan and Peng Yu seem to critically examine performativity’s ambiguous effects between enabling emancipative action and social participation on
the one hand and consolidating authority and certain modes of behaviour on the other hand.
In the performative installations ‘Barbarossa’ (2008) and ‘Freedom’ (2008) that both force the
audience to bodily react to seemingly uncontrolled movements of mechanically animated daily objects such as a garbage dumpster and a water hose, Sun and Peng seem to be interested
in probing performativity’s effect of coercion. I argue that the juxtaposition of performativity
versus representation and subsequently relational versus confrontational viewer experiences
such as for example thematized in the performative installation ‘Teenager Teenager’ (2011)
can be understood as critical negotiation of different genealogies of art and its relation to life
as well as articulation and request to consider alternative strategies of emancipated action.
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‘Paozhuan yin yu’: The Brick as a Stratagem
for Subversion in Contemporary Chinese Art

T

he Thirty-Six Stratagems (San shiliuji, c. 475–221 BCE) is a compendium of ancient Chinese military and political subversive tactics transcribed in the form of proverbs that, like the
celebrated ‘Art of War’ by Sun Zi, have also been applied to civil and commercial interactions
both within China and without. This paper explores the heuristic potential of applying one of
the thirty-six stratagems – ‘Paozhuan yin yu’ – as a critical methodology towards examining
subversive practices in avant-garde Chinese art from 1978 to the present day. ‘Paozhuan yin
yu,’ when literally translated, is ‘to toss out a brick to draw out jade,’ which can arguably be
thought of as a metaphor for the often crude gestures of provocation so often seen in socially
and politically engaged artworks produced in China over the last thirty-some years. This paper focuses both literally and symbolically on the use of bricks as artistic material; exploring
how Chinese artists have used bricks as an explicit form of political critique towards deconstructing or undermining the edifice of state power, and destabilising monolithic understandings of the relationship between art and society. It further examines what, if anything, has
been effectively ‘drawn out’ by these provocative and subversive artistic actions; looking at
how such gestures have been ‘rewarded’ whether in the form of cultural or commercial capital, or in terms of ‘real’ political and social change. In the words of Brian Massumi, writing on
the theoretical stratagems of Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, ‘a concept is a brick. It can be
used to build the courthouse of reason. Or it can be thrown through the window.’
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Wenny Teo

IX. Production, Distribution
and Appreciation: New Aspects
on East Asian Lacquer Wares
Dr. Patricia Frick (Museum of Lacquer Art, Germany), Dr. Soon-Chim Jung (Independent
Scholar, Münster, Germany), Dr. Annette Kieser (Institute for Sinology, University of
Münster, Germany), Dr. Margarete Prüch (Institute for East Asian Art History, University
of Heidelberg, Germany), Nanhee Lee (The National Folk Museum of Korea, Seoul, Korea)
This session will shed light on lacquer objects found in tombs from the 2nd through the
11th century. Recent discoveries in Korea, China and along the Silk Road as far as the Crimea
will be presented and thoroughly analyzed. The papers will mainly focus on the regional distribution of the findings and their places of manufacture, as well as on the production process
and the development of their decor. The session will thus not only illustrate the meaning of
East Asian lacquer ware in everyday life as well as grave furnishing, but also reveal the appreciation of lacquer within material culture over a period of more than one thousand years.
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Soon-Chim Jung

Technical Innovation and Material Diversity: Tang
Dynasty Lacquer Ware

D

uring the era of the Tang dynasty (618–907) new decorative methods were developed in
lacquer art, especially in the field of cast and lacquered mirrors. Among the preserved
Tang dynasty lacquer wares we find mirrors inlaid with gold-and silver design (pingtuo),
inlaid with mother-of-pearl or inlaid with mother-of-pearl in combination with various gems
and jewelry.
Although some monochrome lacquered domestic utensils were found in tombs in the provinces of Jiangsu, Jiangxi, and Shaanxi, the majority of excavated lacquered wares, however,
are mirrors with different inlaying techniques; they were found statewide from the provinces of Heilongjiang and Xinjiang in the northwest to Jiangsu in the south. Two mirrors with
inlaid mother-of-pearl décor were only recently excavated from the tomb of the princess Li
Chui in Xi’an, Shaanxi province.
This presentation will examine the characteristic features of Tang dynasty lacquer and trace its influential role in the lacquer craft of the neighboring Korean peninsula.

Nanhee Lee

A Study on an Early Goryeo Dynasty Lacquer
Incense Box Decorated with Flora
and Waterfowl Motifs

T

he lacquer incense box with mother-of-pearl inlay and gold painted decoration depicting
flora and waterfowl design of early Goryeo dynasty (918–1392) has been discovered in an
archaeological excavation of a tomb in Gaeseong (present day North Korea) in the 1920s, and
is now owned by the National Museum of Korea in Seoul. The box which was badly damaged
during the Korean War (1950–1953) is broken into fragments, and has only recently been analyzed thoroughly for the very first time.
The paper will explore the characteristic features of this early Goryeo lacquer box inlaid
with mother-of-pearl and compare it with other pieces from the period, which are known
for their exquisite beauty and exceptional elegance, as well as their technical refinement. In
all only around 25 lacquer objects with mother-of-pearl inlay have survived from the Goryeo
dynasty, most of which originated in a Buddhist context. They can be distinguished by the
use of precious materials, such as tortoise shell and metal wires, as well as their consummate
craftsmanship.

Patricia Frick

Simplicity and Reserve:
Song Dynasty Lacquer Ware

T

he majority of surviving Song lacquer objects have been found during archaeological excavations conducted over the past decades in China. Although the sites span a relatively
extensive area, there has been a definite concentration in the Yangtze Region.
The numerous archaeological discoveries in tombs dating from this era – such as the ones
at Yangmiaozhen, Jiangsu province, and Shilipu, Hubei province, – testify to the influential
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Han Dynasty Lacquer Boxes on the Crimea:
Remarks on their possible Place of Manufacture
and Distribution
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role played by lacquered wares in everyday life of the Song upper class. The finds also show
that the lacquer production was dominated by monochrome pieces which far exceeded carved and inlaid lacquers in number. Simplicity and reserve were the aesthetic hallmarks of the
lacquer art at that time.
The presentation will focus on the most important archaeological excavations of Song dynasty lacquer wares; it will look into their meaning and function and will shed light on their
inscriptions as well as on the productions centres, which were concentrated in the Jiangnan
region south of the lower reaches of the Yangtze River.

D

uring the 1990s scientists of the Ukrainian Institute of Archaeology – National Academy
of Sciences planned a second excavation campaign at the necropolis of Ust’-Al’ma on the
Crimea peninsula, Ukraine. Of special interest were the catacombs no 603, 612, 616 and 620
dating from the 1st cent. B.C. to the 2nd century A.D. These tombs were richly furnished with
gold, glass, weapons and ceramics mirroring the widely ramified international relationships
at that time. The discovery of fragments of Chinese lacquer boxes however was a sensation.
Previously Chinese lacquer objects were mainly found in tombs along the Silk Road, in the
Inner Mongolia and also in Begram, Afghanistan.
The lacquer boxes from Ust’-Al’ma were found in women’s tombs only. The fragments were
restored in Japan to two larger boxes and a smaller box. The method of production, the use of
lacquer and the ornaments of the boxes would support the assumption, that they were produced in China during the 1st to 2nd cent. A.D. in China.
The research will shed light on possible production centers and distribution of the lacquer
boxes. Comparison of lacquer boxes from excavations of today’s Anhui, Jiangsu, or Shandong
provinces and also from tombs of the former colony of Lelang, today’s Pyongyang area allows
us a further geographical and chronological classification of the objects.

Annette Kieser

New Aspects on Six Dynasties Lacquer Ware

I

n Six Dynasties tombs green ware was the most common material for burial goods. It had
become so dominant that other materials like bronze or lacquer ware seem to have played
a marginal role in tomb furnishing only. And indeed, our idea of southern lacquer ware is
dominated by few exceptional discoveries like the more than sixty pieces from Zhu Ran’s
(d. 249) tomb excavated 1986 in Ma’anshan, Anhui province.
Recent excavations, however, brought to light many notable pieces of lacquer ware in
Jiangsu, Jiangxi, Hubei and Guangxi, and there are also scattered findings and fragments
known from other southern provinces. These burial goods enable us to reconsider the significance of lacquer ware in Six Dynasties funeral rites. My investigation will shed new light on
production centers, decoration techniques and development of vessel types as well as changes
of fashion.
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X. New Approaches to Theory
in Chinese Archaeology
Dr. phil Catrin Kost (Institute for East Asian Art History, Heidelberg University, Germany),
Paul Nicholas Vogt, Ph.D. (Institute of Chinese Studies, Heidelberg University, Germany),
Dr. Phil Enno Giele (Institute of Sinology, Heidelberg University, Germany), Prof. Lothar
Von Falkenhausen (Cotsen Institute of Archaeology/Department of Art History, UCLA,
USA), Svetlana Pankova, PhD (The State Hermitage Museum, Department of Archaeology
of Eastern Europe and Siberia, Russia), Dr. phil Maria Khayutina (Institute for Sinology,
University of Munich, Germany), Roderick B. Campbell, PhD (Institute for the Study of the
Ancient World, NYU, USA), Dr. phil Sascha Priewe (The Brittish Museum, London, U.K.)
Recent decades have seen an explosion in the discovery and systematic analysis of archaeological materials in the People’s Republic of China and neighboring areas. Collaborative
projects, including excavations, exhibitions, and publications, have further contributed to
a growing awareness outside the PRC of the richness of Chinese material culture. The enormous quantity and rapid production of data, however, invites the creation of theoretical frameworks to support its interpretation. Equally, new data offers a new background against
which to test the utility of existing theories. This panel thus seeks to provide a space in which
scholars can discuss their latest efforts at bringing theory to bear in the interpretation of the
archaeological record in order to build a better understanding of pre-modern China.

Roderick B. Campbell

Ancient States, their Economies and the Myths that
Surround Them (Anthropological and Otherwise)

T

he “origins of civilization”, “the rise of the ancient state”, these are topics that have engaged archaeologists since the beginning of their discipline and have their ontogeny in its
social evolutionary past. Recently, encouraged by Chinese archaeology’s increasing internationalism, the rise of Chinese civilization and the origin of states has become a hot topic among
Chinese archaeologists. This interest and a large government sponsored program aimed at
discovering “the Origins of Chinese Civilization” have generated a huge volume of research
and some startling discoveries that are changing our understanding of the 2nd and 3rd millennia BCE. At the same time, the theory and method on which this research is based has
developed far more slowly and I would argue, is in need of massive revision. My paper will
attempt to outline some of the problems with current theory and some solutions. In doing
so I will draw on contemporary archaeological theory and historiography, epigraphic sources
and my collaborative research on the Tiesanlu bone workshop at Anyang.

Maria Khayutina

Understanding new archaeological finds from the
Western Zhou period (ca. 1045–771 BCE) in China

T

he first centuries of the Zhou dynasty (ca. 1045–256 BCE) were idealized in the literature
of the Eastern Zhou period (770–256 BCE) as a golden age when “All under Heaven” was
unified under the strong rule of the Zhou king. This topos was propagated by the weakening
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royal court that commissioned commemorative texts glorifying the first Zhou kings and was
widely used by polemists who forged plans of a better world order for the future. The idealized
image of the Western Zhou epoch was adopted in the Chinese traditional historiography and
continues to dominate the understanding of this period even today. This stereotype limits the
possibilities of interpretation of new archaeological and epigraphic materials. In particular,
it is difficult to explain within this traditional frame the nature of the several recently discovered polities of the Western Zhou period, not mentioned in transmitted early Chinese texts.
The elite tombs in the cemeteries of these polities contain bronze ritual vessels imported from
or made locally after Western Zhou models. At the same time, they contain objects that not
belong to the standard repertoire of the Western Zhou culture and, moreover, display other
peculiarities of burial rituals. These peculiarities indicate that these polities were founded by
some foreign groups. Acknowledging their plausible foreign origin, Chinese archaeologists
often define them as “feudal states” (fengguo) of “minority peoples”, thus assuming that such
polities could exist only if their rulers were “infeoffed” by the Zhou king. But proofs of the direct subordination of these polities to the Zhou court are missing. Some western authors define these polities as “clans,” refraining from discussing their political status in the Zhou world.
However, the heads of these polities emulated in many aspects rulers of neighboring Zhou
principalities and, therefore, claimed for themselves a comparable political status. Thus, depoliticizing the political discourse visible in the material record is not the best solution of this
problem. The present paper attempts to elaborate a suitable theoretical framework, which
would allow to analyze the nature of these “new” polities and to better understand the complexity of the Western Zhou political system as a whole.

Catrin Kost

Taking small Step(pe)s - Network theory and the
investigation of exchange processes in the Northern
Chinese Steppe (5th–1st centuries BCE)

D

ue to its particular climatic conditions, the northern Chinese Steppe has been home to
mobile- pastoralist groups for a very long time. Their early history can mainly be traced
through the material record, but from the late 1st millennium BCE, and especially with the
emergence of written records such as the Shiji史记, a more detailed picture of these peoples
emerges. The accounts, however, are based on observations made by their settled neighbors,
and most descriptions of the “northern barbarians” are far from being neutral. While the relationship between nomads and settled populations has been at the center of attention for
a long time, the investigation of contacts within the mobile groups has not yet received much
attention. My paper thus examines exchange processes in the second half of the first millennium BCE in the area comprising the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region and the Inner
Mongolia Autonomous Region, as well as the provinces of Gansu, Ningxia, Shanxi, Hebei,
Jilin and Liaoning. Drawing upon recent research paradigms from the field of prehistory,
I will explore the potential of complex network theory for the investigation of exchange processes and further ask the questions of how to visualize networks using available computer
programs and how to interpret the resulting images.
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Enno Giele

The Archaeology of Stringed Defensive Works

R

emnants of human activities are very often spread over a much larger area than any
archaeological excavation is able to cover. This holds true for settlements, palaces, ritual
structures, the distribution of off-site or non-site finds, etc. Usually, these site or find types
are therefore complemented by prospective surveys in order to most efficiently establish the
overall size of the site or turn up related sites or finds. Very large areas may be surveyed on the
basis of probabilistic sampling with potential locations randomly or systematically chosen.
Instead of an on-the-ground inspection remote sensing (aerial and satellite reconnaissance)
is sometimes used where it is financially, technically, and politically feasible. From a theoretical standpoint, however, both techniques represent a kind of hit-and-miss tactic. Therefore
paradigmatic relations between different sites, different parts of the same site, or between
a site and its non-site surroundings are taken into consideration wherever possible. This
includes hierarchical relations or equal relations that stem from actual or theoretical usage
patterns and from an assumed dependency of people on the land(scape) and its resources.
This paper argues that stringed defensive works, such as the Chinese or Roman walls, with
beacon stations, ramparts and forts built at the border against „barbarian“ incursions – due
to their super-large-scale linear layout, need of mutual visibility, dependency on logistics and
communication in a generally hostile landscape, and a hierarchy that reflects military organization – provide a special kind of paradigm that needs to be defined on a global scale in order
to benefit future surveys.

Sascha Priewe

Theorising Religion in Prehistoric China

I

n Chinese prehistoric archaeology, religion has led a marginal and undertheorised existence. Explanations of prehistoric religious expressions and believes are largely drawn from
the more secure picture that exists for the early historic periods and then conveniently backdated. Standard interpretations often circle around the issues of ancestor worship and shamanism. It is difficult to imagine that the many millennia leading up to the historic periods
can simply be understood in such binary and overly simplistic fashion. This paper attempts at
injection religion back into prehistoric Chinese lives by turning assumptions about the role of
religion in prehistory on their head and following a more contextual approach that speaks to
the associations of features, finds and sites.

Paul Nicholas Vogt

Collecting Bronzes, Collecting Ancestors: Theorizing Ancient Chinese Bronze Sets and Hoards

T

he inscribed bronze vessels of the Western Zhou era (ca. 1045-771 BCE) have in recent
years assumed pride of place in the study of the social, political, and religious history of
that formative period of early Chinese civilization. Prevailing assumptions about the role of
bronzes in Western Zhou society, and in ritual practice in particular, are based not solely on
the inscriptions and décor of individual bronzes, but also on the combinations in which they
were collected, stored, and used. These combinations are understood based on data from the
two deposition contexts of tombs and hoards, sometimes identified with individual use-sets
in the milieu of the ancestral cult and with the furnishings of ancestral temples, respectively.
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Svetlana Pankova

Chinese silks from the Oglakhty cemetery
(Southern Siberia)

Round Table and Panels

This presentation brings current data on groups of bronzes from tombs and hoards into
contact with the theoretical construction of the „collective individual“ in the context of ancestral worship, as well as with the expanding body of theory on the social and psychological
implications of the act of collecting objects. Through a fusion of these approaches, it offers
an interpretation of the multivalent role of bronzes as mediators in the interplay between the
corporate and individual identities of Zhou aristocrats. In combination with the concept of
the „prestige economy,“ it then proposes an additional layer of meaning for the suite of changes observed in elite material culture over the course of the Western Zhou period.

T

he paper deals with Chinese silks found in graves of Southern Siberia. Small pieces of
plain and figured silk belong generally to the Eastern Han period whereas the cemetery
can be approximately dated to the III-IV centuries AD. A significant part of the silks is housed
in the State Hermitage, where they are being studied and prepared for publication among the
other objects of the Oglakhty collection.
No silks of the Eastern Han period have survived in the sites of mainland China, so the specimens found in other regions (Tarim basin, Syria, Sothern Siberia) are the main sources of
information about these textiles. For a specific region imported silks can be helpful to trace its
trading or other contacts. Silks are often regarded as artifacts that can provide dating, all the
more so because the sites where the silks under consideration come from have often no precise dates. However, with this we face problems as the character and speed of the movement of
imported goods to different regions are often unknown and the exact time of the production
of silks in China is only approximate at the present.
The goal was to study the Oglakhty silks in terms of their technical peculiarities as well
with reference to the context in the burials and to consider them against the background of
the other known silks of the kind. The information obtained adds a lot to the results of the
previous investigations undertaken in the 1970s by K. Riboud and E. Loubo-Lesnichenko.

Lothar Von Falkenhausen: Final discussion
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Jiayao An, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, P.R.C.

The Archaeology and Demonstration
of the Site of Daming Palace

B

uilt in 663 and destroyed at the end of the 9th century, Daming Palace was the main royal
residence where Tang emperors lived and dealt with state affairs. The site of Daming Palace is located in Xi’an. Since the late 1950s, the Institute of Archaeology, Chinese Academy of
Social Sciences has carried out a full scale survey to Daming Palace Site, some of the important sites were excavated. During this process, archeologists has found out the boundary of
Daming Palace and understood the basic layout, their hard work has provided detail information for conservation and interpretation of Hanyuan Hall, Linde Hall and Danfeng Gate, also
set up basis for studies of Tang Dynasty royal family and Daming Palace conservation. The
discovery and protection of the Daming Palace site has become a fine example demonstrating
how archaeology can enhance the lives of the people living on and around sites.

Voon Pow Bartlett, Tate Research Centre, London, U.K.

A very short introduction to Chinese Art History

A

very short introduction to Chinese Art History is a response to the growing awareness
and interest in the historical and critical specificity of Chinese aesthetic concepts that
has been created by the fast moving pace of Chinese contemporary art, a field that has seen
appreciable changes in the last 40 years.
The short intro will present a survey of the longue duree of Chinese art history, to foster
a discussion around the changing meaning Chinese aesthetics, such as blandness and the
sublime, from beauty to the grotesque, to the aestheticisation of politics, in order to provide
an expanded framework for the understanding of Chinese contemporary art.
The methodology will be based on a discussion of selected artworks to represent the way art
history and art critique have been written both from within (China’s own critical discourse) and
without (Eurocentric viewpoints). Key writings on aesthetics will include the father of Chinese
aesthetics, Li Zehou and also others such as Wang Keping, Liu Yuedi, Peng Feng and Gao Jianping. The selection will include key canonical artworks considered to be defining examples of
the significant developments in art, aesthetics, taste and trends. Each of the work selected will
contextualise discussion around its historiography, its extant and the myth of continuity and
illusive cohesive history of artistic practices, the impact of class struggle and political ideology,
the effects of modernity, globalisation and, as well as translational and transnational exchanges.

Anannya Bohidar, Jawaharlal Nehru University,
New Delhi, India

The Horror of Breasts: The stereotype of the ugly
or malevolent breasts in Indian Visual Culture

T

his paper intends to look at the representation of breasts in Indian visual culture from the
perspective of horror. It investigates the terrifying presence or role of breasts in mythology, art, literature and rituals. In general, breasts are seen as an erotic or nourishing part of
the body, but there are many female figures in the sphere of Indian mythology and art whose
breasts are seen as ugly and atrocious. Their breasts are not harmful as an organ, either they
are fed poison throughout their life for a purpose or their bosoms are smeared with poison
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or they themselves have renounced their beautiful body to attain salvation. Some of them
are demons (like Putana) and ghouls and some of them are the beautiful vishkanyas (poison
damsels), who seduce the victim and kill them with their poisoned breasts the moment the
seductress is embraced. However, not all demonic figures are cruel and wicked. There is another category of demonic female figures that are emaciated but are worshipped as auspicious
goddesses. Some of them are, namely, Chamunda, Kali, Karraikal Ammaiyar. These goddesses are iconographically depicted as emaciated, lean and gaunt figures. There body is haggard and possess pendulous breast. Despite being unattractive, there are narratives in the
mythology which signify their empowerment and sexuality. Thus, this paper addresses the
dichotomous nature of breasts, where on one hand it is an erogenous and nourishing part of
the body and on the other hand, it creates horror and inflicts atrocity.

Nicoletta Celli, Università di Bologna, Italy

Unseen Details: Clues for a History of Early
Buddhist Art in China

O

ne of the chief characteristics of medieval Buddhist remains in China is the circumscribed, local nature of the artefacts. Mediums, styles, architectural forms and iconographies
are quite often strictly associated with a precise site or centre of artistic production and it is
an arduous task to reconstruct the whole artistic picture of the period, tracing the spread of
motifs and styles and investigating the connections between sites. However, certain objects
normally examined only from an artistic perspective, within the context of and by reference
to their own medium, may provide some useful clues.
With this in mind, the paper will discuss some specimens of mural paintings and sculptural remains from the 5th century Binglingsi cave 169 from the point of view of the visual
information they may contain, which might be of use in the analysis of works in a different
medium –¬ i.e. stone and bronze sculpture of the period (4th and 5th centuries). The paramount importance of the cave and its novelties will be illustrated in the light of the following
specimens found in the major Buddhist sites and production of that time. The aim of the
paper is to contribute to a firmer understanding of the interrelatedness of the Buddhist production, with special reference to the chronology of the artifacts, and to draw out the role of
the art of Gansu in the development of the Buddhist art of the medieval period.

Yupin Chung, Glasgow Museums, University of Glasgow, U.K.

Exposing China: John Thomson’s Shanshui

P

rofoundly influenced by David Octavius Hill (1802–1870) and Robert Adamson (1821–1848),
the Scotsman John Thomson (1837–1921) discovered and revealed the potential of photography as a mean of developing knowledge and understanding. He was one of the pioneers
of documentary photography. Between 1868 and 1872, he travelled extensively, documenting
the scenery and people of China during the late Qing Dynasty. His photographs and travel
writings greatly influenced the Western view of China in the nineteenth century.
Extending interest in various aspects of Chinese social life, he travelled to one of the most
picturesque provinces of China, Fujian, and went up the River Min where he developed his
landscape photography from November 1870 to March 1871.
In 1872 he returned to Britain where he produced his first work, the magnificent album
Foochow and the River Min. Forty-six copies of the album were produced for private circulation and were not available commercially. This paper will look in some details at eighty mounted photographs in the Album and will further explore Thomson’s aesthetic vision which was
destined to shape the western impressions of China’s ‘shanshui’.
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Heyang Feng, University of Hebei, P.R.C.

“Fishing and Reclusion”: A Chinese Theme
in Japanese Ink-paintings of the Fifteenth Century

I

n early Japanese landscape paintings, “fishing and reclusion” is a notable theme, which, like
many other cultural concepts, was imported from China. That “fishing” was associated with
“reclusion” in Chinese context can be traced back to the literary classics of the fourth century
B.C. As a literary and artistic theme, “fishing and reclusion” was coined as a conspicuous intellectual signifier from the very beginning, and finally evolved into the very theme that syncretized all the aesthetic values of the Three Creeds (Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism)
during the Song period.
It was in this context that the “fishing and reclusion” theme was imported to Japan with
those highly prized Song landscape paintings. Not only was the artistic concept congenial to
the intellectual and cultural interests of the Zen scholar-priests, but the theme per se was also
suitable for either vast scale paintings or scenelets. Pastiches of Chinese paintings and reproductions with elements borrowed from the original Chinese paintings thus emerged in the
golden age of shigajiku (poetry-painting scrolls). During the reproducing process, Japanese
painters set the form and essentials of this theme.
The aim of this presentation is to explore how the “fishing and reclusion” theme was adopted, venerated, and reorganized by Zen elites in Japan by analyzing the paintings and poems
inscribed on those paintings.

Fuxiang Guo, Beijing Palace Museum, P.R.C.

The Exchange and Mélange of Chinese
and European Art: Research on Guangzhou
Clocks in the Qing Dynasty

W

ith a unique geographic location, Guangzhou became a place of strategic importance for the interplay of Western and Eastern cultures in the Qing Dynasty. As one of
the centers for clock making, Guangzhou produced clocks that not only reflected traditional
Chinese culture and art but also embodied the great influence of European plastic arts. With
research on relevant historical documents and Qing period Guangzhou clocks in the Palace
Museum collection, this essay seeks to reveal the history of the mélange of Chinese and European culture and art in the Guangzhou area.

Helena Honcoopová, Independent scholar,
Prague, Czech Republic

SHUTEN DÔJI EMAKI: Five Scrolls with the legend
of the “Monster from Mount Ôe”, 17th century

T

his EAAA conference power-point presentation introduces a still unpublished set of five Japanese richly illustrated scrolls entitled SHUTEN DÔJI dating from the 17th century, now in
a private collection in Prague. They belonged to the famous American collector and one of the
founders of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts (MOFA), William Sturgis Bigelow (1850–1926) who
presented them to a family of his friends from Boston around 1900. The posterity of the family
may still boast of keeping them, in a good, though slightly worn-out (paper creases), state.
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SHUTEN DÔJI, or the “Drunken Lad”, is an old Japanese legend on the theme of victorious
fight of the Good DEITIES (zenshin) over monsters and evil spirits - the DEMONS kijin). It
has been retold in many variations throughout the history of Japanese literature, re-acted
on the Noh and kabuki theatre, and depicted in various art formats, such as emakimono,
Naraehon, byóbu, fans, printed books and even lacquer boxes, tsuba, netsuke etc. It involves
two groups of ancient legends: The first one is the complete story of evil doings of Shuten
Dôji, also known as the Monster from the Ôe Mountain and his troupe of devils, demons and
monsters. Second is the Ôeyama monster-killing tale, one of several heroic deeds in the life of
Minamoto no Yorimitsu (944–1021), known as Raikó, plus his four strong warriors known as
Shitennô (Four Guardians) of Bravery: Raikó’s deputy Watanabe no Tsuna, Sakata no Kintoki
alias Kintaró, Urabe no Suetake and Usui Sadamitsu.
The illustrations follow the development of the adventurous narrative of quelling of the
Ôe Mountain monsters and bringing peace to Kyôto. The beautiful calligraphy interspersed among the illustrations (probably from the skilled hand of Asakura Júken), is written on
a 32 cm high scrolls of the ganpi paper background, decorated with abstracted natural motifs
in gold and silver. The Kanô School painter of the set is unknown, but concise comparison
review will be made to other remnant scrolls of similar type in various collections in Japan,
U.S. and Europe, especially to the versions of Kanô Motonobu’s scrolls from 1522 (Suntory
Collection).

Regina Höfer, University of Bonn, Germany

Practices of Colonial Photography in South Asia:
Examples of Image Commission and Circulation

T

he lecture discusses the photographic documentation of the world tour material of
archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria-Este, who travelled to South Asia in 1893. Besides
several British photographers and studios like Colombo-based Charles Kerr and Johnston &
Hoffmann, who were commissioned to document certain activities like hunting expeditions,
Indian photographers also figure prominently. Lala Deen Dayal documented the archduke’s
Hydera-bad visit and dedicated a precious album consisting of standard motives representing the Nizam of Hyderabad’s court and the festivities or sport events staged exclusively for
the guest. From the Maharaja of Varanasi he received a standard album common for the time,
taken by the court photographer and artist Madho Prasad.
Many of these local commissions are documented in detailed letters and receipts of the
mentioned photographers. From appointment, contract negotiation and price per picture,
this material enables us to reconstruct ways of acquisition, distribution and use of motives
throwing an important perspective on early photographic interactions and image production
in South Asia.

Michelle Ying-Ling Huang, Lingnan University, Hong Kong

Crossing the Boundary between Tradition
and Abstraction: The Display of Modern
Chinese Paintings in 1960s Britain

T

he study of modern Chinese painting had remained unexplored in Europe until the early
1930s. According to Laurence Binyon (1869–1943), Keeper of Oriental Prints and Drawings
of the British Museum, European collectors and connoisseurs were more interested in the
rare beauty and fastidious style of early Chinese art, but not the art of modern China. In the
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early 1930s, Liu Haisu (1896–1994), Director of the Academy of Fine Arts in Shanghai, was instrumental in introducing the aesthetic beauty and innovative styles of modern ink painting
to Western audiences. In 1934, he toured a successful exhibition of modern Chinese painting
in Berlin, and subsequently toured it in over ten European countries, including London in
1935. While the British Museum and the Ashmolean Museum enthusiastically enriched their
collections of Chinese paintings in the second half of the twentieth century, other provincial
museums in Britain also introduced the new subject to audiences through exhibitions.
This paper examines the roles of collector, art dealer, curator and scholar in promoting an
appreciation and study of modern Chinese painting in 1960s Britain. It will lay emphasis on
the 1967 exhibition of modern Chinese painting at the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art
in Edinburgh, in which Douglas Hall, Geoffrey Baker, Michael Sullivan and others contributed to the acquisition, display and interpretation of more than 50 exhibits by over 25 Chinese
artists based in Hong Kong, mainland China and Taiwan. Special attention will be given to
prominent artists, such as Lui Shou-kwan (1919–1975) and Fang Zhaoling (1914–2006), in order
to reveal their reputation and participation in art exhibitions in Britain.

Jiří Jakl, University of Queensland, Australia

Silk in pre-Islamic maritime Southeast Asia:
archeological, inscriptional and literary evidence

T

he recent discoveries of silk fragments from the Indus Valley sites have demonstrated
how incomplete is our knowledge of the extent and antiquity of sericulture. Indicating
the use of wild indigenous silk moth species in South Asia as early as the mid-third millennium BC, the finds provoked a debate about the non-Chinese traditions of utilization of wild
silks. While the use of wild silks (especially Antheraea sp., Pachypasaotus) has been documented for ancient and medieval India, Western Asia, and the Mediterranean region (Wild 1984,
Good 2002), it is virtually unknown that pre-modern maritime Southeast Asia, especially Java
and Sumatra, had its own tradition of the use of wild silk fibers harvested from a number
of native trees. This paper reviews our current knowledge about the subject, and adds new
data obtained from Old Javanese and Old Balinese inscriptional and literary sources (9–15th
century AD). It is argued that while Sumatra and Java were at the latest since the 6th century AD recipients of imported high-quality Chinese silk, there is an evidence that by the 10th
century AD Java has also utilized its own sources of wild silk. The paper discusses a number
of ambiguous Old Javanese terms interpreted so far as denoting imported Indian or Chinese
silk textiles. It is argued that two of these words designate locally produced silk fabrics, while
one term may designate a very fine bark cloth, a non-fiber material produced in Java until the
early-modern period.

Valdas Jaskūnas, Vilnius University, Lithuania

Temples and Imperial Bodies in Early Medieval
India: Reconsidering the Vaisnava Iconographic
Program under the Gurjara Pratīhāras

T

he texts of the Puranas and the Samhitas containing material on temple architecture
when associated with ritual knowledge is a valuable source of studying the newly emerging practices of temple worshiping in early medieval India. Pioneering research available so
far on the agency that motivated compilation of these texts entails treatment of temple-centered ritual practices not only as a new form of devotion but also as manifestation of concerned
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efforts to rally and legitimize power of kingship seen as a mean of sustainability of Hindu
society. Temple practices from the times of the Guptas were invested with representational
imagery of kingship, the expanded power of which required particular types of temples or
their complexes to accommodate both the narratives and concepts of early medieval cosmomoral order sustained by a paramount king.
Proliferation of the ambulatory temples in the post-Gupta period suggests that this type of
temple was appropriated to structure the space of the king of kings and to serve as legitimation of his power. Hence, the arguments developed in this paper will pertain to the architectural knowledge, which found its place in the particular group of sectarian texts of the Pancaratra Vaisnava branch, which eventually served as a legitimizing framework for the imperial
formation of the Gurjara Pratiharas from early 9th century AD in Western and Central India.
Based on previous research on the structural development of the ambulatory temple, this
paper is thus an attempt to reconsider the iconographical program of the Vaisnava temples
within the imperial reach of the Gurjara Pratiharas based on both the archaeological evidence
and the textual studies of the Hayasirsapancaratram and the Agni Purana. On a large scale,
this study of temple architecture is aimed to contribute to understanding of the sustainability
and dynamics of power discourse in early medieval India.

M. A. Kudinova, S. A. Komissarov, Novosibirsk State University, Russia

Visiting the Little Demons

A

mong important archaeological discoveries of the last years in China, connected with art,
complex of Guizailing (Daoxian County, Yongzhou District, Hunan) should be mentioned. Thousands sculptures (0.2–1 m in height) were dated from Bronze Age to Qing Dynasty.
They are called by local peasants as “guizaizai” (little demons). According to RFH project 11-0100489 we visited this site in November 2013.
The place is encircled by ditch. About 5,000 figures were situated near earth surface, some
of them – amidst the roots of old (up to 300 years) trees fixing the upper limit of their age
(Qing Dynasty). Excavations reveal up to 5–6 layers stacked aflat. Total quantity exceeds
10,000. Statutes were corroded to variable extent; stylistic also varies very much. It’s pointing on different time of their production and using. The figures were cut from local rocks
(limestone, red sandstone), quiet roughly, without details that make the dating upon realities
quiet difficult.
Postures and garment of ‘officials’ figures resemble the images of Han reliefs. Figures in
meditation positions and elephant-riding warriors correspond to subjects of medieval Buddhist sculpturing. Big statutes are treated by Chinese specialists as images of pregnant women used in fertility cult. The same situation had already taken place in historiography when
Turkish “Kamennaya Baba” (Stone Women) appeared to be male warriors. The big sculptures from Yongzhou wear helmets with pommel; one of them has a detail of armor (shoulder-strap) depicted. They are close to Mongolian medieval sculptures; this tradition could be
brought by soldiers of Yuan Dynasty.

Jekaterina Koort, Tallinn University, Estonia

Landscape painting in a moral and political
discourse of the Song dynasty China

L

andscape is inseparable from human perception. It consists of various elements of the environment that are chosen by a viewer to construe a significant or an aesthetic whole. In this sense, a certain degree of subjectivity is involved in the evaluation process of landscape, as it depends
on the individual’s cultural background, emotional condition and the very aim of observation.
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In this paper landscape has been seen as a source of information about society. I attempt
to integrate methodology of contemporary cultural geography with the Chinese art theories
in order to re-examine some cultural issues of the medieval Chinese society through the study of their environmental attitudes and values seen in the Song dynasty period’s (960–1279)
landscape painting and writings on art.
It is commonly known that by the beginning of the Song dynasty landscape dominated
Chinese painting. The emergence of the new genre was at a large extent resulted in sociopolitical changes characterised by the rise of intellectual elite. Through the study of landscape
theory and painting of this period I would like to demonstrate how the ideological competition among different social groups "can be projected onto natural imagery" (Powers, 1998) and
how with a rise of a Neo-Confucian ideology landscape painting acquired the moral attributes
which were not present in the old aristocratic language of social hierarchy.

Celine Lai, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Copies of the Shang Taotie Motifs
in the Bronze-Casting Workshops
of the Yangtze River Regions

I

n this paper, I discuss some unusual taotie motifs copied by the neighbours of the Shang
people in the mid and lower Yangtze River areas. Taotie is the face of an imagined animal,
which was frequently found on the bronze vessels cast in the mid Yellow River regions during
the Shang period (c.1500─– c.1050 BC). The motif is understood today as being central in the
rituals of the Shang kings and his elite. Whereas what the animal represents remains unclear
to us, taotie was to decorate the food and drink vessels cast in bronze intended for making
offering to Shang spirits and deceased royal members. Moreover, the motif, as well as the
practice of making offering, must have been very important to the Shang elite that they also
commissioned the burial of bronze vessels with deceased owners. Archaeologists used to taking taotie as the benchmark for mapping the migration of Shang elite outside Henan. Examples were found in Hubei and Shaanxi, in which the traveling elite from Henan continued
the casting of bronze ritual vessels with taotie motifs. It was perhaps due to their movements
that taotie was made known elsewhere. From the Yangtze examples I suggest that the Shang
appeared remarkably powerful in cultural terms. Previous discussions on taotie focused on
its meanings and typological developments in Henan. But the extent of their inspirations
remains something unclear: why did their neighbouring peoples copy a motif central in the
Shang ritual system? What could the motif have meant to the non-Shang people? How may
we today use the motif as the benchmark for mapping the extent of the Shang footsteps?

Iman Lai, National Palace Museum, Taiwan

Nepalese Craftsmen at Emperor Qianlong’s Court:
A Set of Statuettes of Buddha and Tara, dated 1745

I

n the collection of the National Palace Museum, a set of exquisite statuettes of Buddha and
Tara of the five directions enshrined in a pair of lacquered rosary-caskets is a rare example
of dated Nepalese fine jewelry work. The statuettes are made of gold encrusted with various
semi-precious stones, each kept in a drawer, in which is also stored a rosary made of same
materials. Consulting the records of Yangxindian zaobanchu gezuo chengzuo huoji qingdang, this set of Buddha and Tara was made in 1745 by Nepalese craftsmen from Tibet, who
had been commissioned by the emperor to come to the court. The Qianlong Emperor was
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Mei-Yen Lee, National Pingtung University, Taiwan

The Musical Iconography in the Sixth Grotto
in Yungang Grottoes of Mainland China

T

he musical iconography in Yungang Grottoes is the key to understanding the Buddhist
music of North-Wei (386–534). Although there have been some prior studies on the musical instruments of the musical iconography in Yungang Grottoes, those researches on the
musical iconography often failed to grasp the essence, in particular, the sixth grotto.
This paper aims to discuss the meaning and function of the musical iconography of the
sixth grotto. Firstly, the author will return the musical iconography to the original Buddhist
sutra and examine how the musical iconography reflects the thoughts of Buddhism. Secondly, the author will also discuss how the musical iconography was well-proportioned on the
wall of the sixth grotto, which functioned as a part of Buddhist decorative arts.
The author made an on-the-spot investigation personally from August to September, 2013
in Yungang Grottoes, and consulted many historical texts to discuss the above mentioned
aspects. Following a step by step discussion, the author will provide a preliminary conclusion.
The musical iconography of the sixth grotto in Yungang Grottoes can not only give us greater understanding about the Buddhist musical culture, but also provide powerful evidence
that the Xianbei people integrated Buddhist music, traditional ceremonial music and their
national music into a whole during the North-Wei Period. They also created nearly 600 carved
statues to show new magnificent scenery to reflect Buddhist musical culture.
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at this time vigorously promoting the Gelug-pa order of Tibetan Buddhism, culminating in
the emperor himself being initiated as a Tantric practitioner in the newly converted Tibetan
Buddhist Monastery, the Yonghe Palace, in 1745.

Hee Sook Lee-Niinioja, Independent scholar, Finland

Sipjangsaeng as a Means of Koreans’ Spiritual
and Emotional Expressions in Art and Architecture

I

n Korea, artistic patterns were applied to symbolize human thoughts and philosophical,
aesthetic pursuits. With their origins in early ideographs, they expressed fundamental necessity and emotions about their surroundings, developing into a universal form of decorative art.
Consequently, a combination of Buddhist designs with shamanistic, Taoist and Confucian
motifs appeared in the arts of all periods, such as lotus flowers, clouds, lightening and swastikas in sacred art and architecture. However, in secular art, Korean folk paintings depict the
age-old customs of the Korean nation. Their repeated themes represent the unique lifestyle of
the Korean people, their dreams, wishes and artistic imagination.
Although folk paintings, typified by simple compositions of stylized motifs and bright primary colors, is considered a low form of art, they are not to be meant technically inferior to
those categorized as standard painting.
One of reasons is the application of the ten longevity symbols (called “Sipjangsaeng”),
which constitutes a major theme of folk painting and handcrafts used by all social classes.
They are the sun, clouds, mountains, water, bamboo, pine, crane, deer, turtle and the fungus
of immortality, often displayed together in a single picture, representing the predominant
Tao-shamanistic wishes for a long life or immortality. Sipjangsaeng on a chimney wall at
Janggyeongjeon, Gyeongbok-gung Palace of the late Joseon kingdom verifies its impact even
on the royal people.
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My paper discusses of Sipjangsaeng in ideas and forms. How they have transformed to
Korean art and architecture as an essential means of understanding Koreans’ spiritual and
emotional roots.

Niklas Leverenz, Independent Researcher, Hamburg, Germany

Emperor Qianlong’s East Turkestan
campaign copperplate engravings

M

y proposal is for an individual paper on a hitherto undiscussed aspect of Emperor
Qianlong’s East Turkestan campaign copperplate engravings, produced in Paris
between 1766 and 1774. It is the aspect of the production procedure, briefly described in my
article in the journal Arts Asiatique 2013. The production process starts with the making
of the etchings, which were according to the report of the Compagnie des Indes drawn
onto the copperplates by Cochin himself. Then the engraver started his work on the plates,
and his progress was periodically printed to inspect the progress. Only four of these half
finished prints exist, according to my research. Two of them are in the Muban foundation
in London, and the other two are owned by me (I happened to buy them in Paris in 2011).
I have excellent photos of these prints which allows a good documentation of the production procedure. A fifth print is interesting in this aspect, held by a library. The engraved
image on this print stretches out over the border on the right side by about 5 mm. Obviously
the images were meanwhile engraved to large and had to be reduced again. After finishing
the prints captions were added to them. The most usual caption were the Helman labels,
which were either added as a front sheet to the set of prints, or cut apart and glued onto
the prints. However, also other kinds of printed captions exist, and even several kinds of
handwritten captions have survived.

Zhang Li, Forum Transregionale Studien, Berlin, Germany

How to Square a Circle: The Transmission
and Social Meanings of Jade Bi and Cong

J

ade, more than any other material, is a core element of Chinese art. Archaeological discoveries show that jade was already endowed with significant social meanings in the Neolithic
Age of China. This has been demonstrated by the discovery of jade bi and cong in quantity in
the elite tombs at Liangzhu, in the Yangzi River Delta. Following the Liangzhu culture, the
custom of using jade bi and cong was adopted by a number of societies during the late 3rd
and early 2nd millennium BCE. These societies extended all the way to what is today Gansu
province, 2,000 km west of the Liangzhu culture. The vast distribution of jade bi and cong,
compared to other types of jade artifacts, was exceptional. What were the reasons for the
phenomenally widespread distribution of jade bi and cong?
New discoveries at the Shimao site in Shaanxi province show that the Shimao polity played
a crucial role in this process of expansion: Shimao launched a jade trading network that, at
its greatest extension, incorporated the Qijian society, further to the west, in the custom of
jade use. This paper will examine the transmission process of jade bi and cong from the east
coast all the way to the west. It will also analyze the different roles played by different societies, especially the Shimao polity, in this process. The various meanings jade bi and cong were
endowed with within different cultural contexts during the transmission and the mechanism
behind them will also be discussed.
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Illuminating Early Han Society, New Archaeological
Discoveries in the mid‐Yangzi Region

T

his paper examines expressions of rank and status in tombs during the early Han Empire.
The rich material of newly excavated manuscripts and burial evidence are sufficient for
a reassessment of early Han history. The image I will present radically challenges a notion
often taken for granted in modern Chinese scholarship, that social hierarchy of Han wooden chamber tombs was completely designated by standard regulations in accordance with
transmitted textual sources.
Recent archaeological discoveries have yielded rich source of individuals’ names, ranks and
titles which were mentioned on inscriptions of seals, artifacts and manuscripts discovered
from burials. Meanwhile the newly excavated bamboo manuscripts in Hubei allow us to gain
new insights into the specific regulations for different ranks. Two primary sources deserve
attention: the first one is the Han codes entitled Statutes and Ordinance of the Second Year二
年律令, discovered in Zhangjiashan tomb 247 (186 B.C.) at Jiangling, Hubei; the second source is a group of legal documents entitled as “codes of funerals 葬律” from Shuihudi tomb 77
(157 B.C.) at Yunmeng, Hubei. These manuscripts recorded specific regulations and material
rewards concerning different ranks from the rank of marquis down to the gong sheng. As
these ranks within the existed hierarchical system and specific regulations have been found
in documents excavated from tombs, a systematic study on archaeological evidence and tomb
documents will illuminate our understanding of social structure in the early Han society.
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Yan Liu, University of Oxford, U.K.

Yan Liu, Hubei Provincial Cultural Relics Bureau,
Wuhan, P.R.C.

The research on decorative patterns
of Zeng state’s bronze vessels

A

s one of the regional states in the Zhou dynasty, Zeng state has been barely seen in historical records. However, archaeological excavations in the past few decades, including
discoveries from the Yejiashan site (early stage of Western Zhou) in Suizhou, the Guojiamiao
site (early stage of the Spring and Autumn period) in Zaoyang, the burial of Zeng Prince Quji
(late stage of the Spring and Autumn period) in Yidigang in Suizhou, the burial of Zeng Duke
Yi (early stage of the Warring States) and the burial M2 in the Leigudun site (middle stage of
Warring period) have accumulated abundant materials to rebuild the cultural framework of
the Zeng state.
The present paper will focus on the shape and decorative patterns of the Zeng bronze vessels. Through a comparative analysis and considering the abundant archaeological materials, it will explore the development of decorative patterns through different periods and
influence of Chu culture on Zeng bronze vessels.
A thorough research suggest that from the early stage of the Western Zhou to the early stage of the Spring and Autumn period, the shapes and decorative patterns of the Zeng
bronze vessels show a strong similarity to characteristics of Zhou culture. From the middle
stage of the Spring and Autumn period, Zeng bronze vessels reveal unique local style, strongly
influenced by Chu culture, as can be clearly seen from the example of the Zeng chime bells.
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Jakub Maršálek, Charles University, Czech Republic

Status and ritual: pig lower mandibles
in the graves of the Late Dawenkou
and Shandong Longshan Cultures

L

ate Neolithic (cca 3000–2000 BCE) was a period of substantial social and political development, when complex societies emerged in several areas of China. One of the important areas where we can observe gradual development towards social complexity was territory of the modern Shandong province, where the Late phase of the Dawenkou Culture and
the following Shandong Longshan Culture existed in that time. Scholars – both Chinese and
Western – have paid great attention to analysis of this process drawing both on mortuary
data and settlements hierarchy. In general, it appears that from the Late Dawenkou till the
Shandong Longshan Period there was a development towards more hierarchically organized
society with emerging social elite enjoying some ritual privileges. In my paper, I will strive
to illustrate this general tendency on the example of the changing patterns of interment of
the pig lower mandibles – which are often interpreted as symbols of status or wealth – in the
graves of the both above mentioned cultures, and I will argue that there was a shift from the
focus on their quantity in the graves of the Late Dawenkou times towards restriction of this
kind of burial goods only to the high status graves of the following Shandong Longshan Culture, into which mandibles where interred perhaps according to some more clearly defined
ritual standards.

Beatrix Mecsi, ELTE University, Budapest, Hungary

Women Portraits from Late Joseon Korea.
Identification of a Sad Beauty from the
Ferenc Hopp Museum, Budapest

T

here is a very unique full-body portrait of a Korean woman in the collection of the Ferenc
Hopp Museum of Eastern Asiatic Arts in Budapest, which was published for the first time
in year 2012 (The Land of the Morning Calm. Korean Art in the FerencHopp Museum of Eastern Asiatic Arts. eds. Györgyi Fajcsák – Beatrix Mecsi). The paper discusses the reasons for
the rarity of woman portraits in the late Joseon period in comparison with the contemporary
Chinese and Japanese portraits, and attempts to identify the woman portrait in the Ferenc
Hopp Museum based on a recently discovered Korean painting found in Japan, representing
the martyred beauty, Gyewolhyang. We can assume that in the strict Joseon Neo-Confucian
society portraits of beauties came to be used for the higher, and more appropriate purpose of
veneration of patriots, as it might have been the case with the painting of the sad beauty in the
Ferenc Hopp Museum, Budapest.

Isabella Nardi, Independent scholar

Eclectic views: some stylistic considerations
on the murals of the Garh-Mahal of Jhalawar

T

his paper will present a preliminary stylistic analysis of a selected group of mural paintings that decorate the private apartments of the Garh-Mahal Palace of Jhalawar, which
can be dated to c. 1910–1920. These murals were commissioned by the Raj Rana of Jhalawar,
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Bhawani Singh (r. 1899–1929), and were executed by one of the most renowned Nathdvara artists, Ghasiram Hardev Sharma (1868–1930), who worked at the court of Jhalawar as the main
court painter for a period of ten years.
This paper aims at defining the different styles that are revealed by a visual analysis of the
painting. These murals are extremely important because they provide us with an opportunity
to analyze the different trajectories that shaped Rajasthani painting in the early twentieth
century. The paintings, which illustrate both mythological themes and portraits, are particularly interesting for their responses to different artistic trends that developed in India during
the colonial period, such as photographic and pastoral realism, and single point perspective.
This paper will also point to the ambivalence of these paintings, which is evidenced by their
fluctuation between modern and colonial aesthetics on one hand, and the Rajasthani traditional style on the other.

Lucie Olivová, Palacký University, Czech Republic

Chen Shizeng and his Peking Street-Characters

C

hen Shizeng (1876–1923) is one of the most significant Chinese painters of the early twentieth century. Having spent his previous life in the south, mostly in Changsha and Nanjing, he completed this album of 34 Street-Characters in the year 1915, two years after moving
to Peking. By his playful renderings, he tackled the way of going about his new environment,
never to take up the topic again, however.
The album stands out against the majority this artist’s works, since he very seldom painted
figures. Known for his “chineseness” in the judgement of art, he was the theoretician who
praised the literati painting tradition, and the painter who successfully transformed it. Nevertheless in his street-characters, some inspiration by painting from abroad is evident. The
paper will try to explain these contradictions.

Sabrina Rastelli, Ca' Foscari University, Italy

Redefing Song Ceramics in the Light of Recent
Archaeological Finds

T

he Song dynasty (960–1279) is undoubtedly a pinnacle in the history of Chinese ceramics.
However, archaeological excavations carried out in the past 15 years have profoundly
changed our knowledge of the evolution of Chinese ceramics, particularly of the Song period.
The aim of this paper is to redefine Song ceramic manufacture following a two-fold path:
1) dismantling the concept of the “five famous wares of the Song dynasty” (namely Ding, Ru,
Jun, Guan and Ge), which has influenced the perception of Song production and still affects
archaeologists, as it will be shown by the attempt to identify the latest discoveries at Longquan with Ge ware;
2) recognizing the fundamental role played by the Jin dynasty in the development of Chinese
ceramics - a role so far underestimated or all-together ignored.

Helena Reddington, SOAS, U.K.

Highgatehill Murugan Temple

D

rawing on fieldwork conducted at the Highgatehill Murugan Temple, London, this case
study examines how a Tamil worshipping community preserves a distinct cultural and
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religious identity despite their displacement. This particular identity is expressed through
the use of unconventional architectural forms. Because this temple reflects a marker of Tamil
identity in London, there is an inherent desire to reconstruct a truly “authentic” temple. The
transnational temples of the Tamil diaspora highlight not only the desire to maintain material links to the homeland, but also symbolic links. The symbolic significance of choosing the
regional god Murugan, as its presiding deity, rather than a pan-Indian one, allows Tamils to
differentiate themselves from other Hindu diasporic religious communities. Moreover, in order to replicate a distinct South Indian architectural heritage, innovative designs are utilized.
In particular, the temple’s symbolic new façade reflects a strategy of architectural hybridization, integrated within the London landscape. Significantly, the new exterior will incorporate
an iconic representation of the Tamil god Murugan, as well as a gopuram elevation, an important architectural feature of the entrance of South Indian temples, to a building that was
originally constructed as a Baptist church. The temple represents a hybrid in the sense that
the new building utilizes an architectural strategy in which elements from the home country of India are assimilated with the architecture of the host country of Britain. In sum, this
study of a Tamil temple explores questions of architectural identity and traditions, as well as
authenticity and transformation in the diaspora.

Youcao Ren, University of Sheffield, U.K.

The beauty of Zen – a historical research
on the garden of LingYin Temple

T

his research takes the garden of LingYin Temple which is one of the most ancient monastery garden in southern China as example and examines its representativeness of Chinese monastery garden through a multi-layered analysis of its historical dynamics and design
methodology. According to this paper, the design and construction of LingYin garden reveals
comprehensive reflection of Zen Buddhism evolvement.
Field research and historical texture criticism has been used to clarify that the LingYin
garden has successfully integrated religious elements with garden by sculpturing Buddhism
grottoes utilizing surrounding rocky peaks, this methodology makes the boundary between
artificial garden and natural landscape becomes blur. Through cursive abstraction and case
studies of gardens under similar condition this paper points out that the combination of regularity and irregularity of monastery garden layout is due to: 1) Combination influence of
Buddhism, Taoism and Confucius during specific historical period; 2) The aesthetic orientation of gentry class which later lead to the booming of private garden.
This research demonstrated the representativeness of LingYin garden, based on this
further conclusion can be made that Zen garden is the pioneer of half-artificial garden and
has played a significant role of linking the preceding and following in Chinese garden history.

Kristína Schröder, University of Zurich, Switzerland

Book Illustrations in Late Imperial China:
Did Hongloumeng illustrations serve as visual
scaffolding for people of inadequate literacy?

H

ongloumeng 紅樓夢 (Dream of the Red Chamber) is the most highly acclaimed masterpiece of early-modern Chinese literature. Since its first publication in 1791, it stirred
a veritable craze among readers. Illustrated editions of Hongloumeng have substantially
contributed to the cult surrounding the novel. Although in terms of quality Hongloumeng
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book illustrations fell below the high artistic standards of the Ming, they have nevertheless
remained valuable material objects and epistemological cultural artefacts. The present paper
proposes to discuss the art symbolism applied in the early illustrated editions of Hongloumeng as edited by Wang Xilian 王希廉 in 1832. It considers, first, how the publishing house
Shuangqing Xianguan雙清仙館 that produced this edition, designed the visual elements in
ways as to suit various purposes, and secondly, how Hongloumeng illustrations purposefully
created a complex visual-shorth and stimulating reader’s memory, transforming his linear
perception of a well-known literary text into an image-oriented, non-linear projection. The
paper also shows that the interpretation of the manifold visual and verbal signs demanded
a sound perception, just as comprehension of the textual excerpts required literacy.

Chikako Shigemori Bučar, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

Japan and East Asia in 1920s: artifacts brought
back by Alma Karlin and archived in Slovenia

A

lma Maximiliana Karlin (1889–1950), an adventurer and female traveler around the world
(1919–1927) brought back with herself numerous items (ethnologically interesting objects
of everyday life, souvenir objects, postcards, photographs etc.). The main part of her legacy is
exhibited in the Regional Museum of Celje (PMC), but still awaits closer analysis.
This paper analyzes the Japanese part of her legacy. Besides listing all available ethnological items, postcards and photographs, it attempts to interpret Karlin's legacy in the light of
social and historical background of Japan in the Taishō period (Taishō era: 1912–1926).
…the era is considered the time of the liberal movement known as the "Taishō democracy";
it is usually distinguished from the preceding chaotic Meiji period and the following militarism-driven first part of the Shōwa period. [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taisho]
After her stay in Japan, Karlin also visited Korea and Taiwan which were both under Japanese rule at the time. There occurred the Great Kantō earthquake in September 1923. Incidents
and social conditions are reflected in the photographs and postcards, and the democracy and
liberalism are also felt in individual items.
The background and dating of some archived items are verified also in the travel sketches
written by Alma Karlin herself and serially published in the local newspaper of her hometown,
Celje (Cilli).
Some of the postcards and photographs are compared also with those in the album of Ivan
Koršič (1870-1941) archived in Piran. Koršič was a marine officer who visited Japan most probably between 1904 and 1909.

Anna Shmakova, Novosibirsk State University, Russia

The transformation of the term '근대미술' (geundaemisul, modern art) in Korea in the beginning of the
20th century

T

he existence of the term '근대미술' (geundaemisul) in Korean art tradition covers the period
of development of fine art from 1910 to the present. This specified period lasting more than
100 years includes the most important historical events that have had a significant impact on
the cultural life of the Korean Peninsula. Among them the Japan’s annexation of Korea should
be mentioned in the first place, since it caused a strong ideological and intellectual growth
accompanied by the formation of new ideas and concepts and also by changes of terminological paradigms in the different subject areas.
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The actualization of an ethnic identity and the activation of protective mechanisms resulted in the amplification of discussion on the topic of art as a national wealth and national
special force in the early 1900s.
In 1905 in the newspaper “Daehanmaeilsinbo” the term '근대미술' (geundaemisul) was used
as a synonym to the word-combination of Fine Arts.
In 1910 the same edition used the term '근대미술' (geundaemisul) as a synonym to the phrase “new technology” referring to manufacturing objects of any kind.
The art in the sense of pure art was the representation of the nation, its indivisibility and
visualization of masterpieces created by Korean artists in the first half of the 20th century and
also helped to restore sovereignty.

Ajay Kumar Singh, Banaras Hindu University, India

Art Style of Indo-Tibetan region
in Western Himalayan during the Period
of Second Diffusion of Buddhism

T

his presentation aims aesthetic achievements of a peripheral society that believed to have
remained isolated for centuries in the remote valleys of Ladakh, Spiti and Kinnaur in the
western Himalayas, formerly constituent gNari-Khorsum (western Tibetan Kingdom). The
art heritage preserved in the old Buddhist establishment in this region presents a unique
assimilation of artistic trends derived from surrounding cultures. Aesthetic expression
that culminated in the Buddhist temples constructed during the epoch of second spread of
Buddhism under the leadership of Lotsava Rinchen Zang Po and his patron king Ye she Od,
preserve the evidences of the art style which evolved and matured in ancient Kashmir and
Gandhar provinces over a period from the first to ninth-tenth century. The material forming
the body of this presentation has been collected and in many case reported first time from
Upper Sutlej valley (in Tibetan chronicles called Khunu), Ladakh and Zanskar by the author
during his fieldwork carried over more than three decades. Its seems evident that Kashmir
was major source of exercising its influence on making of aesthetic expression in the region due to its political economic and cultural sovereignty as well as close geographical proximity. In medieval period from 8th to 10th century when Kashmir consolidated its power in
Northern India, Western Himalayas, and Central Asia and established her hegemony in the
region, the state of artistic tradition too achieved a high watermark. The artistic expression
of Kashmir became eclectic rather more international due to intensive cross cultural currents
in the North-Western Indian peninsula, having been in close proximity of International Silk
Road. During the hay days of political hegemony of Kashmir, its art too spread far a field in
Central Asia. With the Second Diffusion of Buddhism under the leader ship of Ye She Od, the
king of Guge and Lotsava Rinchen bzang po the art history in the Trans Himalayas took a new
turn and a new artistic culture flourished which widely permeated over the whole Tibetan
highland assimilating local and other artistic trends.

Ladislav Stančo, Charles University, Czech Republic

Buddhist Art and Architecture of Western Central
Asia: remarks on chronology

T

he key role of Buddhist monastic communities of Bactria and Sogdiana for the spread
of Buddhism from India to China in first centuries AD is quite well attested by written
and epigraphic sources, as well as archaeological finds. Numerous monasteries, stupas, and
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Filip Suchomel, Academy of Arts, Architecture and Design in
Prague, Czech Republic

Chinese Porcelain in Czech Aristocratic Collections
in the 18th and 19th Century
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shrines have been excavated and researched in last decades in Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and
Afghanistan, and many individual examples of small plastic art connected with Buddhist religious practice were found here and there in Bactria and Transoxiana. All these data require
setting of a new chronological framework that would rely on recently postulated chronology
of Kushans and related phenomena. This paper presents an attempt of such an evaluation.

A

n interest in exoticism aroused by the new overseas discoveries could be seen in our lands
only a bit later than in the south of Europe, and it resulted in the building of the first collections that included non-European artifacts. It was the Roman emperor Rudolf II. who in
his “Kunstkammer“ accumulated a number of rarities and curiosities, at the center of which
there was a collection - a very unique one at that time - of Asian lacquers and blue and white wares and mostly colored Chinese porcelain, fitted additionally with precious European
montages. The Thirty Years’ War that swept across the whole part of Central Europe caused
a certain discontinuity as far as collecting such works of art is concerned, nevertheless the situation was already changing at the end of 17th century. Under the influence of similar trends
in Western Europe, especially in England, the Netherlands, and Germany, collections of aristocratic families were enriched by non-European art works, chiefly in samples of lacquer
work, and Chinese and Japanese porcelain. The inventories surviving in some aristocratic
residencies prove that Oriental porcelain was becoming – just as in Western Europe – an integral part of contemporary interior design. At its core were Chinese blue-and-white wares
complemented by Japanese export porcelain in the Imari style. Unfortunately, only a small
portion of these priceless collections have survived until today. Amongst the most interesting
sets which have remained intact are a collection of Valdštejns’ possessions which is housed in
the Mnichovo Hradiště Castle, and then a very unique Schwarzenbergs’ collection in the Hluboká Castle and the Český Krumlov Castle. Both groups of objects contain several hundreds
of acquisitions which allow us to illustrate which kinds of porcelain were gathered in Central
Europe and how different these sets of Oriental wares were from collections abroad. Concerning the Chinese production, the heart of both sets comprised various samples of blue-and
white and colored porcelain from the Qing dynasty, predominantly dated back to 17th and the
first half of 18th century. A smaller part of the collection is formed by older production from
the end of the Ming dynasty, which helps us recreate the gradual process of building both
aristocratic collections. They continued to be enlarged even in the 19th century, particularly
thanks to the new opportunities that had been brought about by the business development
and presentation of non-European art in the World’s Fair in London, Paris, and Vienna which
stimulated a new interest both in far-away cultures and in our country.

Kateřina Svobodová, Charles University, Czech Republic

The western motifs in the decoration
of the Yungang caves

T

he Yungang Grottoes in Shanxi province, since 2001 in UNESCO World heritage list, are
a wonderful example of Chinese rock-cut architecture and early buddhist art in China and
together with Mogao caves and Longmen grottoes belong to the most famous and important
buddhist sculptural sites. They had been cut under the imperial patronage of the Northern
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Wei dynasty near the capital Pingcheng between the 5th and the beginning of the 6th century
AD before the capital moved to Luoyang and the work in Longmen grottoes began. The Yungang caves represent the development of early buddhist iconography originated in India and
the fusion of Indian, Chinese and Central Asian cultural traditions. In my poster I would like
to point out some of these western motifs in their decoration as well as Hellenistic and Roman
elements transformed by the art of Gandhara.

Ondřej Škrabal, Peking University, P.R.C.

The Chen Ni fu Tray and the Problem of Forgery
in Collections of Early Chinese Bronzes

T

he rubbing of the inscription on the Chen Ni fu bronze tray is widely accepted as genuine
and hence serves as a valuable source for the study of early Warring State period history;
yet several vessels extant today bearing this inscriptions have been deemed forgeries (Barnard 1972–1973). In the light of recent publication of two more Chen Ni fu vessels (Guizhou
Provincial Museum in 2005 and Wulian County Museum, Rizhao, in 2011), the paper introduces the Chen Ni fu vessel from the collection of Náprstek Muzeum in Prague, and proceeds
with the discussion about their authenticity. In the second part, the paper intends to draw
attention to the social dimension of the phenomenon of forgery, which itself has a great value
as for the study of social history of China in last centuries, and should not be neglected by the
curators (not only) of collections of early Chinese bronzes.

Silvia Vesco, Ca' Foscari University, Italy

Newly discovered ukiyoe masterpieces
in Venice Oriental Art Museum: a special focus
on Katsushika Hokusai’s illustrated books

T

he collection of Japanese prints, albums and illustrated books (ehon) in Venice Oriental
Art Museum is the result of a trip around the world of Prince of Bourbon, Count of Bardi
and his wife during the years 1887–1889. The gathering of more than thirty thousand objects
among which 500 illustrated books of famous ukiyoe masters, surimono, and coloured prints
became the core of the present collection.
A joint project between Venice Oriental Art Museum, the Art Research Center of Ritsumeikan University, Kyoto in collaboration with the Department of Asian and North African Studies, University of Venice, allowed the creation of a digital database of all the Japanese printed materials owned by the Museum. The final survey shows that there are 727 single sheets
ukiyoe prints (for a total 860 images) and 276 illustrated books (for a total of 12.200 images).
The creation of catalogue entries (in Japanese and Italian) and the analysis of each print
reveals an amazing quantity of unpublished ukiyoe masterpieces and allows a division into
different groups according to the subject matter. At the same time, this distinction into different genres shows an interesting tendency in the formation of the collection together with
a possible new classification of the prints themselves.
To shed a new light on this peculiar collection my talk will focus on a particular series of
illustrated books by Katsushika Hokusai – among which the famous volumes of the Manga,
the illustrated books on warriors and a peculiar album with the Hundred Views of Mount Fuji
– and possibly other illustrated books copied or produced by his pupils.
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Traditional celebration of poetry and calligraphy
Feast by the Meandering Stream in China, Korea,
and Japan: arts and game behavior as social ritual
in Eastern Asia

T

his study is a comparative analysis of the specific features of traditional intellectual entertainment in China, Korea, and Japan, which were based on literary games and included
ritual wine drinking. The games and rituals of the wine order existed for over 2000 years in
East Asia as a form of entertainment for the elite are analyzed within the ideological concept of a man of culture文人(Chinese: wenren, Korean: mun’in, Japanese: bunjin), embracing
calligraphy, painting, literature, music, draughts and chess. The games developed by the intellectual community in these spheres used to be an important part of the cultural person’s
communication in the Far East.
With regard to the results of several ethnographic expeditions to Japan and China in
2010−2011, we describe one of the most ancient rituals called Feast by the Meandering Stream: the participants had to compete in making impromptu verses while a bowl of wine floats
down the winding channel. The adaptation of Chinese games in Korea and Japan is shown by
the example of this ritual. The analysis of the national features of this ritual helps to clarify
the process of intercultural interaction. The revival of the ancient ritual illustrates the consolidation of efforts of Asian societies directed on the strengthening of national intellectual
values and the development of the positive image of a modern intellectual − a man of culture.
An analysis of the features of this process allows us to reach a new level of perceiving the relationship between traditions and innovations in the contemporary world.

Individual Talks

Elena Voytishek, Novosibirsk State University, Russia

Lianming Wang, Heidelberg University, Germany

Visualizing the French Royal Power: Missionary
Artists and the First European Garden in Early
Modern China

T

he ‘Western Mansions’ of Yuan Ming Yuan [Gardens of Perfect Brightness] (1747−60),
built by missionary artists to satisfy Qianlong emperor’s taste for exotic buildings, are generally considered to be the first architectural complex invoking European garden designs in
China. However, as extant visual sources suggest, affiliated to the Jesuit North Church (l’église du Saint Sauveur) in Beijing there is also an ‘ephemeral’ French-style garden which emerged even earlier than the aforementioned monumental project. Its design and construction
were clearly associated with Jean-Denis Attire (1702−1768) and Michel Benoist (1715−1774),
both were well-known French Jesuit artists served at the Qing court.
Considering its unique social and political function within a sacred space, this paper
aims to recontextualize this first European garden in China by examining various forms
of its visual representations, such as narrative paintings, architectural drawings, and city
maps made by Chinese or European travelers. How was the garden structured? Were Chinese aesthetics integrated into the construction of the garden? In this context, the significance and authenticity of existing visual representations will also be explored. Furthermore,
with access to written records additional information will determine how concrete ideas and
pattern designs obtained and where did them come from. Was the garden also functioned
as a special social space for conducting certain rituals? Based on these discussions, I will de-
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monstrate the ways in which the La Flèche-model was transferred into an eighteenth century
Jesuit church in Beijing; and finally, ways how this garden functioned as a site to practice
French royal power and identity will be analyzed.

Ting Wang, University of Science and Technology of China,
Hefei, P.R.C.

Huizhou classical private garden’s inheritance,
development and conservation–a case study
of Biyuan, a private garden at the World Heritage
Site Hongcun, China

I

n the Ming and Qing dynasties, the economic rise of Huizhou Merchants prompted local artistic achievements of building, brick carving, printmaking and strengthened the exchange
with outside art and skills, places like Suzhou and Yangzhou. As a result, technology of Huizhou classical private garden-making developed to its peak in Ming and Qing dynasties, forming its own style. However, compared with research of Suzhou and Yangzhou garden, as
another important genre of Jiangnan garden, study on Huizhou garden has just started, there
are many aspects of the need for continuous exploration and research.
This paper will take a representative private garden – Biyuan, at the World Heritage Site
Hongcun, China, as an example. Sorting out ancient and current construction techniques of
Biyuan, and pointing out inheritance and development of Huizhou private garden-making
skills. Besides, it aims to analyze the influence factors of Biyuan’s unique style from view of
geographical environment, aesthetics, society, economy, culture. Meanwhile, according to
contradictions between Biyuan owner renovating and newly building private garden and the
current cultural heritage protection laws issued by local government, this paper will discuss
how make Huizhou precious ancient dwellings and private gardens merge into everybody’s
life friendly and specially and make some practicable conservation schemes. All in all, this
paper is intended to cast a brick to attract jade in the area of Huizhou garden study.

Jeanette Werning, REM gGmbH
at the Reiss-Engelhorn-Museum, Mannheim, Germany

The Archaeological Dictionary
Chinese-German project

A

n Archaeological Dictionary Chinese-German project is in progress at Mannheim, Germany, funded by sponsorship of Dr. Magdalene von Dewall via the REM gGmbH at the
Reiss-Engelhorn-Museums.
Since Chinese archaeology is no longer only a topic for exhibitions presenting trophies of
excavations, but also perceived as a potent chance for cooperations in various fields of archaeological activities and research, the lack of an adaequate specialised dictionary has been
felt since some time. For any real cooperation – as in translations, conservation projects or
archaeological field work, exhibitions transmitting contexts and insights beyond mere presentation of wonderful artifacts – specialised vocabularies are necessary to help improving
the exchange of cognitive and methodical know-how. They are also important means to avoid
misinterpretations which might result from inadequate translations.
The Archaeological Dictionary Chinese-German is intended to support the efforts of intensifying and improving such exchange. It concentrates on the specialised terminology of
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archaeological field work, site features, methodology and techniques, artifacts and typology,
materials, conservation and restauration, archaeometry and scientific analysis, including
methods of dating, of archaeological theory and exhibitions. Since exhibitions and conservation projects are prominent and fruitful fields of cooperation, adequate consideration has
been allowed for their glossaries.
The bilingual dictionary (in German: Wörterbuch) shall comprise the Chinese term in simplified and traditional character versions as an entry, supplemented by Hanyu Pinyin transcription, followed by the German equivalent and its variations. Where necessary, an abridged context or category information is given.

From Tradition to Transition:
Decorative Style and Function of Kraak Porcelain

K

raak porcelain was the most important Chinese export ceramic that produced in mass
quantities and specifically for abroad market firstly in the late Ming Dynasty from the end
of 16th to the middle of 17th century. It was characterized by distinguishing features of the vibrant decoration under glaze cobalt blue that was distinct with Chinese traditional porcelain
design. Owing to the greatly admiring of the West, the decoration and design of the export
porcelain experienced the transition in this period. This study will discuss the decorative style
and the function of Kraak porcelain, and the relationship between of them. The collection of
Kraak porcelain in Europe, especially in Germany, and the archaeological findings in the kiln
sites at Jingdezhen and the tombs in Jiangxi province in China provide the targets for this research. The decorative style will be investigated from the composition of design, the position
of placement, the manner of execution, and the color of employment. The function of Kraak
porcelain is involved in numerous aspects, from the aesthetic appreciation, the household
practice, the displaying and decoration, the rituals and ceremony, to the tomb buring. It was
a particular product of the age that influenced the transition of Chinese ceramic decoration.

Heena Youn, SOAS, U.K.

The Cult and Imagery of Guanyin
in Chinese Ceramic Sculpture

T

his paper examines ceramic representations of Guanyin, hitherto largely neglected within
the field of Chinese religious sculpture. Guanyin, the Chinese name for the bodhisattva
Avalokiteshvara, is arguably one of the most popular and revered of all the Buddhist deities in
China. Material evidence indicates that the worship of Guanyin as a devotional deity in that
country began during the period of the Northern and Southern Dynasties (420–589). Guanyin
images were also made in many ceramic-producing centres across China over a long period
of time. Although scarcely recorded prior to the tenth century, large numbers of these figures
dating from the Song dynasty (960–1279) to the Qing dynasty (1644–1911) have nevertheless
been consistently found in China over the past decades, and many significant pieces have
spread to museums and private collections throughout the world. The sheer number of extant
examples with multiple forms and changing iconographies grants them a place in the history of representing Guanyin. These ceramic figures not only suggest the significance of the
devotional icon in popular worship in China, but also provide substantial evidence about the
development of the cult and visual imagery of Guanyin in the late imperial period.
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Xiyun Yu, Fengzhu Wang, Wuhan University,
Hubei Provincial Cultural Relics Bureau, Wuhan, P.R.C.

The Concepts of Yin - Yang reflected on paintings
of Xiyin pottery

A

s the main symbol and identity of Xiyin culture, pottery wares with unique painted
patterns are widely distributed in Xiyin cultural sites (4000–3200 BC). In general, pottery
patterns unearthed from residential sites differ from pottery patterns unearthed from burial
sites. The most representative pottery wares excavated from residential sites is Miaodigou
painted pottery, while the most representative pottery wares from burial sites is Hongshanmiao painted pottery.
The Miaodigou patterns mainly represent yin arc-triangles, yang arc-triangles and dots,
which respectively represent birds symbolizing male genitalia, flowers and frogs symbolizing
female genitalia. Those kind of “symbolic” patterns are widely discovered on Xiyin cultural
vessels. Furthermore, female funerary utensils from the Hongshanmiao site were painted
with male genitalia, on contrary, male funerary utensils were painted with female genitalia.
Another example could be seen in funerary utensil of W91 painted with red round sun and
white moon.
The present paper will focus on different patterns, which could be perceived as Yin - Yang
contrast and will further investigate the possible presence of Yin - Yang concepts during that
time society as reflected from painted patterns on Xiyin pottery wares.

Daniela Zhang Cziráková,
Slovak Academy of Sciences, Slovakia

Writing without Words – An Influence
of the Chinese Calligraphy on the Contemporary
Ink Painting in the Mainland China

C

hinese calligraphy as an art of lines that pay attention not to the outside shapes of subjects
but to recording subjects, has itself a lot in common with abstract painting. The essence
of calligraphy in the theory of Chinese art lying on the same high level as ink painting, and it
is essentially close to abstraction. Calligraphy, despite it does not copies specific shapes objective reality, sufficiently clearly expresses the artists' aesthetic relationship to the objective
world. The study is involving in some semi-abstract features in Chinese calligraphy from the
point of view Chinese tradition. In the second part, there are presented some of contemporary Chinese abstract ink painters, whose works have been influenced by calligraphy. Since
the Movement of Experimental Ink Painting in the 90ties, there are artists in China, mostly
involved in ink painting, whose paintings are bearing strong features of Chinese calligraphy,
as are, for example, Wang Chuan, Yan Binghui, Wei Baorong, and the others. Except from
this movement, there is another term, false calligraphy, which indicates directly to authors
who are devoting to abstract calligraphy. Representatives of this style are for example Zhang
Dawo, Wei Ligang, Pu Lieping.
Artists mentioned here as well as many others started to realize that using calligraphic
brushstrokes is one of the way how to express their own roots in doing abstract painting.
As it is shown here, the calligraphy is still a strong inspiration not only for Western abstract
paintings, but it becomes more and more popular within Chinese painters.
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Contemporary Dongba Arts and the Revival
of Ancient Dongba Pictograph in the Old Town
of Lijiang

D

ongba pictograph is an ancient pictograph language used by the dongba (priest) of Naxi
people to write the religious manuscripts and to perform religious activities. Ancient
Naxi Dongba Literature Manuscripts were included in Memory of the World Register in 2003.
However, with the decline of Dongba religion, few people know and use Dongba pictographs
nowadays. Since 1980s some Naxi elite artists began to re-learn Dongba pictographs and use
them to create new style art works, and gradually formed the contemporary elite Dongba
arts. With the development of tourism in Lijiang, Dongba arts entered the tourist market,
and many young locals (craftsmen) started to copy and apply Donga arts into various tourist
souvenirs, which form the folk Dongba arts. This paper reviews the transformation process
of Dongba pictograph from a religious language into an artistic language, and analyzes the
cultural references and conservatism of the elite Dongba arts, as well as the hybridity, creativity, and modernity of folk Dongba arts. This paper further discusses the connection and
interaction of these two different arts, and explores the re-imagination and representation of
the traditional culture through these art works.
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Weiwei Zhou, Yunnan University, P.R.C.
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WORKSHOP
Approaching and Studying Chinese Art:
My Own Experience

接觸和學習中國美術——我的個人經歷

Workshop

WORKSHOP

Approaching and Studying Chinese Art:
My Own Experience
接觸和學習中國美術——我的個人經歷
Dates:

Friday September 26, 2014 (14:30–16:30)

Venue: 	Corpus Christi Chapel, Art Centre, Faculty of Arts,
Univerzitní 3, Olomouc
Languages:

Chinese & English

Registration fee:

free of charge

Organizer: 	EU project CHINET, reg. no.: CZ.1.07/2.3.00/20.0152, Department
of Asian Studies, Palacký University, Olomouc, Czech Republic

 Annotation:
Any piece of art can be studied from various perspectives – starting with assessing the ways
of its proper conservation and protection, proceeding with morphological analysis and
study of its functional context, crafts and techniques used during its production, through
investigation of its ideological, social and political background, religious views and cultural
contacts it reflects, to the search for an ideal way of exhibiting it and, finally, contemplating
its aesthetic (sometimes even practical) values. It is usually at one of the above stages that
one encounters art – sometimes even randomly – and often becomes absorbed in its study
for a significant part of his/her life.

Four experts – four different approaches – four different experiences.
Four scholars of art history, archaeology, museology and architecture background will recall
their encounter with study of Chinese art and archaeology and the challenges it represented, and discuss how their perception, focus and approach evolved during their studies and
throughout their professional career.

 Speakers:
•
•
•
•

An Jiayao 安家瑤, Institute of Archaeology, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, China
Lai Iman 賴依縵, National Palace Museum, Taibei, Taiwan
Guo Fuxiang 郭福祥, Palace Museum, Beijing, China
Zhou Xiangpin 周向频, College of Architecture and Urban Planning, Tongji University,
Shanghai, China
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• Ondřej Škrabal, Department of History, Peking University, China

 About the City of Olomouc

Workshop

 Moderator:

Olomouc is the capital of the region of Central Moravia and belongs to the oldest cities in
the Czech Republic. The region is distinguished for its agriculture, industry and beautiful
countryside, as well as its historical and cultural traditions. The city dates back to the ninth
century, when it was a power centre of the Great Moravian Kingdom, the oldest Slavonic
state. Today Olomouc has over 100,000 inhabitants and its long history makes it one of the
most beautiful cities in the Czech Republic, mainly due to its well preserved historical inner
city (after Prague, second largest in the Czech Republic).

 About Palacký University Olomouc
Olomouc is a charming historical university city situated in the eastern part of Czech Republic. Palacký University Olomouc is one of the oldest universities in Central Europe. Drawing
on more than a 400-year tradition of higher education, it is nowadays an important centre
for reaching and research with almost 23,000 undergraduate students in eight faculties. You
can find more details about the city and the University on the following web pages:
www.upol.cz/en and http://tourism.olomouc.eu/welcome/en.

 About Conference venue
The Baroque building of the former Jesuit College is one of the oldest parts of the university
in Olomouc. After and exacting renovation of a grand scale, Palacký University Olomouc
now owns a spacious historical building with many original rooms and halls. Five fine art
departments of the Faculty of Arts and Faculty of Education have since gained new lecture
halls, fine art studios, recording studios, representative conference halls for international
venues, and rooms for its students and teachers. The historical centre of Olomouc now has
another centre for culture and the arts. For more details, visit: www.upol.cz/en/art-centre.

For detailed information see www.chinet.cz
or contact us at the e-mail: chinet.upol@gmail.com.

This workshop is co-financed from the European Social Fund and State financial resources.
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Culture & Entertainment in Olomouc

Culture & Entertainment

CUL T UR E & E N T E R T AI
Date

What

Time

Where

Everyday

ZOO

09:00–16:00

Darwinova 29, Sv. Kopeček u Olomouce (St. Hill)
- by public transportation (BUS: 11 or 11 from
train main station)

Daily
except Monday

Exhibition "Through
sorrows to awakening"

10:00–18:00

The Olomouc
Museum of Art,
Denisova 47,
Olomouc

1. 8. 2013 – 31. 1. 2015
Daily except Monday

Exhibition Neviditelná
Olomouc / "Invisible
Olomouc"

Everyday:
9:00–13:00,
Wednesday
& Weekend
also from
13:30–17:00

Křížkovského 5,
Olomouc

23. 9. – 27. 9.

Vzáří
(Septembeam Festival)

27. 9.

Farm market

08:00–12:00

Dolní náměstí
(Lower Square),
Olomouc

27. 9.

Wine harvest festival

15:00–23:00

Štěpánov
(Village 10 minutes
by train)

28. 9.

Sunday concert
in Smetana Park

16:00

Smetanovy sady Altánek
(Summerhouse),
Olomouc

28. 9.

Autumn Festival
of Sacred Music

19:00

Sv. Kateřina
(Church of St. Catherine), Kapucínská,
Olomouc

All over the Olomouc
city
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INM ENT I N O L OMOU C
Info / Website
www.zoo-olomouc.cz

The collection of approximately 500 objects has been gathered by important Czech travellers
and Japanophiles over the last 150 years. In the Archdiocesan Museum, you can see sculptures,
paintings, prints, little altars, liturgical and ritual objects, textiles, and talismans from the 16th
to the 20th century.
www.olmuart.cz/MUO/

Culture & Entertainment in Olomouc

Autumn is possibly the most enchanting season to be in Olomouc. When the students come
back, September becomes a celebration; there's one festival after another; the parks, gardens
and hills turn red, copper and gold; the ice hockey starts again and most of the castles, caves
and other attractions in the countryside are open daily (except Monday) until the end of
September, then on weekends until the end of October.

The exhibition Invisible Olomouc introduces to all visitors the life of blind people in Moravian
metropolis. You can experience life in complete darkness and try what it is like to move around
the busy city without visual perceptions. Feel and touch Olomouc without one sense.
www.neviditelnaolomouc.cz

Septembeam Festival (VZÁŘÍ) is an international competition festival of video mapping as well
as a celebration of various forms of light.
www.septembeam.eu/app/index-en
Traditional Czech Food Market offering various bio products.
www.olomouckytrh.cz
Wine Festival celebration of the harvest with wine tasting.
www.vassommelier.cz/stepanovske-vinobrani?r=1
Sunday concerts in park for free.
www.olomouc.eu/promenadni-koncerty/
G. Allegri: Miserere, B. Britten: Hymn to St. Cecilia op.27, B. Martinů: Four songs about Mary,
M. Tippett: Five Negro Spirituals
www.podzimni-festival.cz/
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Where to eat?
In the city centre you can find many interesting places to eat, have chat or just enjoy a cup of
coffee or tea, all of them with vivid and special atmosphere. Most of the restaurants, pubs and
bistros offer lunch menu for reasonable price (around 120 CZK / 5 EUR / 7 USD).

A. HIGHER COST/GREAT QUALITY
Restaurant Oliva (Hotel Ibis): 120–300 CZK
A delicious Mediterranean type of dishes. Not very wide range of meals, but everything is fresh, homemade. It is our number one recommendation.





www.restaurantoliva.cz
Wolkerova 1197/29
Mon: 11:00–15:00, Tue–Fri: 11:00–22:00
Lunch menu, A la carte menu

Vila Primavesi (near Palacký University Art Centre): 200–400 CZK
This magnificent Art Nouveau villa announces its come-back into the heart of the social life in Olomouc.
Seats on the terrace give you a unique view over the park and the adjacent architectural monuments,
dominated by the St.Michal’s church. Beautiful surroundings highlighted by the culinary treat: cultural heritage opened to public life. Restaurant offers exquisite meals prepared from fresh fish and other
delicacies inspired by the Italian and French cuisine.





www.primavesi.cz
Univerzitní 7
Mon–Sat: 11:00–23:00, Sun: 11:00–16:00
Lunch menu, A la carte menu
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Michalský Výpad: 120–300 CZK
A standard non-smoking restaurant with a terrace offering nice lunch menu.




www.michalskyvypad.cz
Blažejské náměstí 10
Mon–Thu: 11:00–22:00, Fri: 11:00–23:00, Sat: 11:00–24:00

Where to eat?

B. OK FOOD FOR OK MONEY

Restaurant Podkova: 85–300 CZK
A restaurant with a quite nice ambience offering fusion of Czech and Mediterranean type of food.




www.restaurant-podkova.eu
Koželužská 945
Mon–Thu: 11:00–22:00, Fri–Sat: 11:00–23:00, Sun: 12:00–17:00

Potrefená Husa: 80–250 CZK
A traditional Czech cuisine offering various food like sirloin in cream sauce, roasted pork knee or goulash.




www.staropramen.cz/kam-na-pivo/husa/restaurace-olomouc
Opletalova 1
Mon–Wed: 10:00–01:00, Thu–Sun: 11:00–24:00

Svatováclavský restaurant & brewery: 90–250 CZK
Saint Wenceslas microbrewery offers seven kinds of manufactured yeast beer without pasteurization
and filtration.




www.svatovaclavsky-pivovar.cz
Mariánská 4
Mon–Fri: 09:00–24:00, Sat: 11:00–24:00, Sun: 11:00–21:00

Restaurant U Červeného volka: 90–200 CZK
A traditional Czech cuisine with nice lunch menu.




www.ucervenehovolka.cz/en/
Dolní náměstí 26
Mon – Thu: 09:00 – 23:00, Fri – Sat: 09:00 – 24:00, Sun: 09:00 – 22:00

Restaurant Drápal: 100–250 CZK
A Czech traditional type of restaurant famous for its steak tartar and good Pilsner beer.




www.restauracedrapal.cz
Havlíčkova 1
Mon – Fri: 10:00 – 24:00, Sat: 11:00 – 00:30, Sun: 11:00 – 23:00
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Restaurant

Plán B: 90–150 CZK
Restaurant and bar with nice ambience offering fusion of Czech and Mediterranean type of food.
 www.bar-planb.com
 Palachovo náměstí 1
 Mon–Fri: 11:00–24:00, Sat 16:00–24:00

Café & Restaurant Konvikt: 150–250 CZK
Only a few steps from the conference venue with a nice terrace.
 www.konvikt-olomouc.cz
 Univerzitní 5
 Mon–Sat: 10:00–22:00, Sun: 11:00–20:00

Nepali Restaurant/The Crack Irish Pub: 90–200 CZK
Irish pub with authentic Nepali cuisine.





www.nepalska.cz
Mlýnská 4
Mon–Thu: 11:00–01:00, Fri–Sat: 11:00–02:00, Sun: 11:00–20:00
Lunch menu in a form of buffet from 11:00–15:00 for 110 CZK.

Resturant Moritz: 85–150 CZK
The main focus is on traditional Czech cuisine, but they also offers specialities from Haná or Halič.
 www.hostinec-moritz.cz
 Nešverova 2
 Sun–Thu: 11:00–23:00, Fri–Sat: 11:00–24:00

C. GOOD QUALITY LOW COST
Špagetárna: 30–80 CZK
A nice small store offering wonderful soups and spaghettis.
 https://cs-cz.facebook.com/spagetarna
 1. máje 825/4
 Mon–Fri: 08:00–19:00

Bistro Bistrá kráva: 25–100 CZK
A newly refurbished in 50’s style offering healthy cuisine menu, sandwiches and cakes. Water for free.
 also Gluten-Free, Vegetarian & Celiac-Friendly
 www.facebook.com/bistrakrava/timeline?ref=page_internal
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Wurmova 5
Mon–Fri: 08:00–21:00, Sat: 09:00–21:00

Green Bar: 25–100 CZK
Self-service vegetarian place, good selection, homemade bread, very reasonably priced.




Restaurant




www.greenbar.cz
Ztracená 3
Mon–Fri: 10:00–17:00

D. FAST FOOD
Pizza Forty’s
A various range of pizzas and panini for taking away or to be delivered. Only a few steps from the
conference venue (Art Centre).




www.fortys.eu
Univerzitní 2
Sun–Wed: 10:00–23:00, Thu–Sat: 10:00–24:00

Istanbul Kebab
Variety of Turkish kebabs and other fast food meals.





 ww.facebook.com/pages/Istanbul-House-Kebab/311756012288012?sk=timeline&ref=w
page_internal
Denisova 347
Mon–Thu: 10:00–02:00, Fri–Sat: 10:00–04:00, Sun: 12:00–00:00
www.tripadvisor.cz/Restaurants-g274718-Olomouc_Olomouc_Region_Moravia.html

E. WINE BARS
Vinárna Kaštánek

Kosinova 2
Mon-Thu: 09:30–23:00, Fri:09:30–24:00, Sat 11:30–23:00, Sun 14:00–23:00

Vinárna U Dómu

Komenského 3
Mon-Fri: 11:00–24:00, Sat: 15:00–24:00

MAP:

http://goo.gl/tpnoCo
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Publishing house

National Gallery in Prague
www.ngprague.cz/en

The Collection of Oriental Art of the National Gallery in Prague
consists of more than thirteen thousand art objects from Japan,
China, Korea, Tibet, South and Southeast Asia, the Islamic cultural region, and Africa. In terms of size and significance, it ranks
among the most prominent in Central and Eastern Europe. The
Collection’s particular importance lies in its documentation of
the history of Asian art collecting in Czechoslovakia and later the
Czech Republic that begun around the mid-19th century and continues to the present. The country’s cultural exchange and contacts
with regions of East Asia, and their study and presentation are
among the crucial themes in the research and presentations that
the Collection undertakes. At the moment, the exhibition The Waking Dragon – Contemporary Inspiration by East-Asian Art can be seen
in the Kinsky Palace in the centre of Prague side by side with the
Collection’s permanent exhibition.
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Publishing house

Brill
Special EAAA conference discount from Brill.
www.brill.com

Brill offers a special 25% discount on all of its Asian art and archeology book titles (including books from the Japanese art imprint Hotei Publishing). Order by email at brill@turpin-distribution.com
(outside the Americas), brillmail@presswarehouse.com (inside the
Americas), or via www.brill.com, and mention the discount code:
50948. This code is valid up to one month after the conference until
27 October 2014 (may not be combined with other discounts, and is
only applicable to orders placed directly with Brill).
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Project CHINET
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CHINET focuses on establishing a large interdisciplinary research team in the area
of Chinese Studies in the Czech Republic. Our team focuses on eight key domains of
academic research, each of them supervised by experienced scholar.

Project CHINET

Project CHINET is financed by the European Social Fund and the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports, Czech Republic, under the reg. no. CZ.1.07/2.3.00/20.0152. The
whole project is administered and coordinated by the Department of Asian Studies at
Palacký University Olomouc, Czech Republic.

Our research areas include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art & Archaeology
Contemporary China
Cultural Anthropology
History
Linguistics
Literature
Philosophy
Religion

Each of our research groups focuses on specific topic, which reflects current global
trends in the field of Chinese Studies. Each group is supervised by chief editor, who is
in charge of submissions’ quality and their academic relevance. The main endeavor of
CHINET is not only to facilitate complex developments in Chinese Studies in the Czech
Republic, but also to enable participation in research activities in this field on Pan-European and global level. Our project facilitates academic exchanges not only for experienced scholars, but also students at the beginning of their academic careers. Study
visits and participation at international conferences and workshops, which our project
also supports, enables participants to broaden their knowledge and to make important
contacts in their field of interest within the area of Chinese Studies.
To find out more about our team, upcoming conferences, seminars, workshops, and
other important information, please visit our website: www.chinet.cz.

Contact:
Department of Asian Studies
Faculty of Arts, Palacký University Olomouc
Křížkovského 10, 771 80 Olomouc
Czech Republic
(+420) 585 633 459
chinet.upol@gmail.com
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Practical Information

 VENUE
•S
 eptember 25, 2014: Faculty of Education, Žižkovo náměstí 5, Olomouc
• September 26–27, 2014:Art Centre, Faculty of Arts, Univerzitní 3, Olomouc
Lecture rooms will be equipped with beamers, laser pointers, computers with Windows
OS, MS Office and pdf reader. We recommend you to have your presentation in ppt or pdf
format, stored at your USB flash drive. We cannot guarantee the functionality of the Mac OS
with our beamers. The WiFi access will be provided via eduroam network, or by a WiFi guest
account. Log-in information will be also given to you at the registration desk.

WiFi Internet Access
• l ogin name: upol-guest
• password: SeptembeR4 (valid from Sept 22 to Oct 5, 2014)

 MONEY
The Czech crown (koruna, CZK or Kč) is the official currency in the Czech Republic.
The approximate exchange rate (as of Sept 13, 2014) is 27,60 CZK to a Euro and 21,40 CZK
to a US Dollar.

CZK
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EUR

1,8

3,6

18
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USD

2,3

4,7

24

47

70

94

117

234

BANKS
•
•
•
•

Česká spořitelna, tř. Svobody 19, Olomouc
ČSOB, Horní náměstí 6,Olomouc
Komerční banka, tř. Svobody 14, Olomouc
Raiffeisen bank, 8. května 21, Horní lán 6
or Náměstí Hrdinů 1, Olomouc

• Fio banka, Dolní náměstí 20, Olomouc
• Air bank, 8. května 21, Olomouc
• Sberbank, Horní náměstí 14, Olomouc

ATM
• A
 ir bank
- 8. května 21, Olomouc
• Č
 eská spořitelna
- 8. května 465/24, Olomouc
- Jeremenkova 103/23, Olomouc
(main train station)
- tř. Svobody 401/19, Olomouc
- tř. Svornosti 1177/57, Olomouc
• Č
 SOB
- Dolní náměstí 28-29, Olomouc (24/7)
- Horní náměstí 17, Olomouc
- Horní náměstí 6,Olomouc

• K
 omerční banka
- 1. máje 27, 772 00, Olomouc
(Hotel Palác) (24/7)
- Dolní náměstí 1, 772 14, Olomouc
(hotel Zlatý jelen) (24/7)
- Polská 1, 772 00, Olomouc
(Šantovka)
- Tř. Svobody 1035/14, 779 00, Olomouc
(24/7)
• R
 aiffeisen bank
- nám. Národních Hrdinů 1, Olomouc
• U
 niCredit Bank
- 1. máje 869/27, Olomouc
- tř. Svobody 639/20, Olomouc
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• MIFIN s.r.o., Galerie Moritz, 8. května 465/24, 77900 Olomouc (open daily: 8:30–19:00)
• T
 OURIST CENTRUM, s.r.o., Horní náměstí 409/26, 77900 Olomouc (working days:
8:00–19:00, Saturday 8:00–14:00)
• H.P.WORLD, s.r.o., Riegrova 11, 772 00 Olomouc, (open only working days: 8:00–17:00)
• A
 t Olomouc main train station, Jeremenkova 23, 779 00 Olomouc (open daily: 2:15–5:20;
6:20–11:00; 11:30–16:00; 16:15–17:20; 18:20–22:00; 22:30–2:00)

 PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
Ticket offices:

Practical Information

Currency Exchange

• Main train station ČD, Mon–Fri: 5:00–19:00, Sun 14:00–19:00
• Price list: http://www.dpmo.cz/pdf/dotazy/price-list.pdf
Price List of Fare for the Zone 71 IDSOK (valid since January 1, 2013)

 PARTICULAR FARE
Ticket type

Civil / Reduced fare

working / other days Type of ticket

Zone 71

14 / 7 CZK *

40 / 60 minutes

transfer

Zone 71

46 / 23 CZK

1-day civil/reduced

transfer

Zone 71

126 / 63 CZK

7-days civil/reduced

transfer

• Tickets in additional sale at the drivers with an extra charge of 6/3 CZK.
• Additional charge for paying by payment card is 1,8%.

 INFORMATION CENTRE
• Horní náměstí (Upper Square), Town Hall's archway, 779 11 Olomouc
• Open daily 9:00–19:00, (+420) 585 513 385 or 392, infocentrum@olomouc.eu
A wide range of souvenirs is on sale at the Information Centre. There are plenty to choose
from, whether it's a small token of your visit or a travel souvenir for your loved ones.
•
•
•
•
•

Olomoucké tvarůžky (smelly cheese) vending machine
original commemorative coins, which you can mint by yourself
model of the Holy Trinity Column
dolls in traditional costumes of the Haná region
glass and ceramic souvenirs: plates and cups with motives of the Town Hall and the Holy
Hill, bells, thimbles, tumblers, etc.
• printed materials: books, publications, guides, maps, calendars, picture books, postcards,
etc.
• DVDs: Olomouc in the spiral of time, UNESCO Monuments, Czech Republic
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 SHOPPING IN THE CITY CENTRE
Shopping in large shopping centres is becoming ever more popular. In Olomouc, you can
enjoy comfortable shopping in the charming town centre as well. On the Upper Square and
its vicinity you will find shops offering traditional Czech products, quality food and modern
clothing of famous brands. The varied range of goods and beautiful environment will surely
satisfy you. Should you get tired from the shopping, you can relax at numerous cafes in the
Olomouc town centre. Here you can enjoy a cup of coffee with a view of the historic treasures.
• Galerie Moritz, 8. května 24, Olomouc (city centre, www.galeriemoritz.cz)
• Galerie Šantovka, Polská 1, Olomouc (city centre, www.galeriesantovka.cz)
•O
 bchodní centrum Haná, Kafkova 8, Olomouc (tram no. 1, 4, 6, bus no. 16, www.oc-hana.cz)
• Olomouc City, Pražská 255/41, Olomouc (bus no. 27, www.mojecity.cz)
• O
 lympia Olomouc, Olomoucká 90, VelkýTýnec (free bus no. 60, www.olympiaolomouc.cz)

 MOBILE PHONES
Czech mobile phone operators use both of the two standard European GSM bands, 1800 and
900 MHz. All European mobile phones will work without problems but visitors from the US
may need a tri-band phone. The country calling code for the Czech Republic is +420.
Major operators: Vodafone, Telefónica O2, T-Mobile

 ELECTRICITY
Czech sockets are standard European sockets CEE 7/5, with a voltage of 230 V/50Hz. All
visitors coming from countries using appliances/plugs that do not work with such sockets/
voltages (e.g. USA, UK) are advised to bring adapters.
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